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Iff EENG8, D. R., Drug Store. Fine Draga, Med*V1 Iclnea,Fancy Goods, Toilet Articles and Per-

®it»j jdrtems.

WEEKLY NEWSPAPER.

A

$uv

River rttrtet.

Brndder Gardner.

gtarkrts.

PUBLISHED EVERY SATURDAY AT

Dealer In Drug*, Mcdlcine*. Palnta, Otla, etc.; Proprietor of Dr.

Produce, Etc.

W. Van Dsn Hana’aFamily Medicines;ElghthSt.

HOLLAND, - - MICHIGAN,

117ALbII HEBEK, Druggist A Pharmacist; a

VV

OFFICE: VAN LANDEOEND’S BLOCK.

fnllatockofgoods appertaining

to

the bns-

iuess.

®

Apples.®bushel ................)

75
Bean*, « bushel ...... ...... 2 OOto
Batter, $
................ jg
Clover seed. V lb .................

lb

18
4 50

®

13

rurelture.

WILLIAM H. ROGERS.

Vf E YEK, H. A CO., Dealers in all kinds
iVl nitnre, Curtains, Wall Paper, Toys,

Editor and PMlgfur.

Picture Frames. etc.: River street.

Terms ef Subscription:
$1.50 per year

paid

9.1

2 50

General Dealers, in Dry Wheat, white V bushel ............
Goods, Groceries. Crockery, Hats and Caps,
.............
Fbur. Provisions. etc.; River st.
Lancaster Red. 9 bushel. ..

v

at six months.

T0B PRINTING Promptly

red "

Corn, shelled bushel ........
70
Data, V buah*-l ...................... 50
Buckwheat, |) bnsbcl .............
Bran. A 100 lbs ....... ............
Feed, « ton ......................
» 100 lb .....................
Bariev, $1 100 lb .......... .........
Middling. » 100 lb ..............
Flour. #bH ...............
Pearl Barley, fM00 B> ...............

Eratel pITY HOTEL. Mrs. J. Meyers «fc Sons, Pro\J prietors.The only flrst-classHotel in the

anil Neatly

TERMS OF ADVERTISING:

city. Is located in the business center of the town,

5 001 8
8 00 | 10
10 00 j 17
17 00 | 25
25 00 40
40 00 | 05

50
................. 5 00
............... 8 00
14 Column ........... ..... 10 IX)
17 no
••
25 00
3

“
“

1

00

Fish

convenientto both depots. Terms,
day. Good accommodations can always
on. Holland,
b-ly

be relied

changes.

Mich.

LiTirmd Sale Sublee.

Notices of Births, Marriages, and Deaths published whttout charge for subscribers.

13

D

A

P

Mri

eER

paper AdvertisingBureau (10 Spruce St.), where
advertising contracts may be maui
lo for it in NEW

__

VJIBBELINK.H
N ini

h

_

call the attention of ladies to the
fur

Catholicon.” We have iu

11.,

It is

Livery and Sale Stable;

I/‘UITE,J..Dealer

Holland
Chicago.

From
to

to

Mall.

Bxp. ed.
p.m.

m. a. m.
P
9iWll 50 ....Holland .....

10

10 55 10 40 12 20 ....Richmond.

Holland.

7 35 5 00

v

15 1

55 ..Gd. Junction..

TV

5 45 3 55

_

Wooden, and
Iron and Wood combination Pumps. CorP. U. Manufacturerof

10th and River atreeta.
19 29 12 50 1 10

Bangor. ... 2 00 5 15 3 35

1 50 8 10 2 80 .BentonHarbor.12 50 3 15 2 10

330

0 2 45

...8t.

9 00
a.

a.

THE

REV. GEO. H. THAYER, of Bourbon,

i

-

WHY WILL YOU cough when Shiloh's Core
give immediate relief. Price 10 cts. 50 cts.
and $1. Sold by D. R. Meengs.
will

m. p.m.

Mich.

m.

0

.

0

Mich. Office hours from 12

MUSKEGON BRANCH.

~

to Holland.

p.

28-ly.

XX

B. P. the leading Photographer.
Gallery opposite this office.
WatohM

12 15 ...West Olive... 3 05 10 05
1>

12 20 ....Bushkll! ....

889

..

.

REYMAN, OTTO Watchmaker.Joweler,
and
dealer in Fancy Goods ; Corner of Market

.Johnsviilo....*.... 9 45

the directions,every bottle
to give

is

warranted

satisfaction. 40-tf

Dr. Jnques’ German Worm Cakes stand

4 15 12 40 ..Grand Haven.. 2 40 9 10 8 40

to

ALLEGAN BRANCH.

Allegan.

m.
•1041
a.

11 15
11 85

1 00
19 45

p.

From Allegan to

m.

Holland.

p. tn.
3 25 ........ Holland ....... 11 45 •5 45
a.

8 49

400

ra.

11
........ Hamilton........ 11

4 15 ........ Dunning ........

440

20
07

10

58

10

30

-

“I

you dat goin’ to church

tell

am

a worm medicine.

two

.

to man and
Druggists.

cident

beast. Sold by

’

all

40-tf

When horses and cattle are spiritless,
r. & a. x.
4 55
RaouLABCommunicatlonof Umitt Lodox, scraggy and feeble they need treatment
No. 101.F. A A. M.. will be held at Masonic Hall
415 Holland, Mich., on Wednesday evening. May with Uncle Sam’s Condition Powder. It
ai.stTi’clock, sharp.
purifiesthe blood, improves the appetite,
H. C. Matrao, W. M.

all

-

target opposite

him.

One

of these “crack”

feet off de distance to

in’ an’ bingin’ an’ talkin’

As every one was curious

painted black, while the foremast and
mainmast
in the

are

slushed and scraped

down

to witness the

result of this singularduel, the

whole

ordinary way. It is necessaryto party adjourned to the Bois de Vincennes,
and, the word being given, the hero of the

board this queer craft to ascertain that the

Give third mast

5 10

3 80

and

shots wus showing off his skill before a

is really a tall

smokestack of shooting gallery fired and missed. Hit

It has

a topmast

like

two

other

other mast.

A

adversary shrugged bis shoulders and fired

the others, in the

0. of o. f.
Unoi.r Sam’s Nerve and Bone Liniment and a fore and aft sail like them, with the
Holland City Lodge, No. 192, IndopendentOrder
is most efficient in Rheumatism, Bruises, ordinary gaff and boom, which have jaws
of Odd Fellows, holds Its regular meetings at Odd
Fellows Hall, HollanckMlch., on Tuesday Evening Burns, Scratches and many other ills inworking on the smokestack os on any

„

the digestiveorgans,

only

outward show. Jlnin de church doan take

L

M

You can strengthen

prevent costlveness, dlarrhma,

de bowel disorders,by a timely use of
rent on all his ole tenementshanties,what’s Brown’s Inin Bitters, a true tonic, a
a poo’ an’ humble ebery day Christian perfect atrengthener.
gwine to hang to? An’, lastly, when three
outer five of our poo’ an* humble ebery
When Karkimss Xisi.
day Christians stan’ up ebery week and
This Is a French story; It is a wellconfess dat dey hah sinned what show has
known
fact that the best mirksmcn’s aim
a sinner really got?
is often unsteady when he has an animated

them a trial. Bold by all Druggists. 40-lf iron, similar in shape to the

of each week
Visiting brothers arecordlallylnvlled. •
R. A. Schoutm, N. G.
M. Habbinoton, R. 8.

Did You Know It.

a

de heart, an’ den walks home an’ raises

masts.

720

From Holland

unrivaled as

^fifties.

6 50 4 20 12 50 ...Ferrysburg... 2 30 9 0(1 8 35

When

trusteegets up in pray’r meetio’ an’ says

-

even Consumptives are cured by following

id Jswilry.

13

4 50 1 20 ... Muskegon... 2 06 8 15 8 00
*m. p.m. p. m.
p.m. a. m. p.m.

do not mlsunderstan’ my po- Nor is it only the United States that have to
a true Chris- dread tills difficulty. European populations

-

and Eighth Street.
12 25

come

anticipated,especially

Heaben. Praynumerous company, and the ground waa
may mean much,
soon strewn with the remnants of the
or noffln’ at all. Call no man a sinner he
plasterfigures he had successively brought
kase he doan rent a church pew. Gin no
down. All present were in raptures exman credit for religionbekase he prays in
cept one spectator, standing apart from
a loud voice.”— Drirort Free Press.
the rest, who after each shot observed, in a
perfeetly-audlbletone: “He would not do
The BralnordSumner.— A Steam 8choon«r.
as much if he had a man facing him.”
This remark, several times repented,at
A vessel of a novel type recently arrived
at thi* harbor from Rockland, Me. It is last so exasperatedthe performer that be
Do nnt neglect a Cough or Cold until it
called the Brainerd Sumner, and In general turned toward the speaker and inquired
is too lute, try Eilert’s Extract of Tar nnd
appearanceclosely resembles the ordinary if he would be the man to face him?
Wild Cherry, we are sure you will be con“Certainly,” was the reply, “and what
large three-masted schooner. A closer invinced of Its merits, Chronic Coughs, and
spection shows that the mizzenmast is is more, you may have the first shot.”

-

m.

TTIGGINS,

m. P-m a. tn.
tp. m. a. m. p. m.
t5 30 3 25 11 45 ....Holland. ... 8 25 10 45 t9 40
....

to 2

Phrtjpsphar.

From Muskegon
kego

a.

800

now

I believe in all dat

dat greed an’ avarice mus’ he drlben from

Ind., »ayi<: “Both rnywlf and wife owe our Uvea to
Shiioh’a ConsumptionCure.” Sold by D. H.

__

uio

to ~

frens,

what’s a trusteegwine to fink?

awuuw iu
WI1 XklYCf DUil QUOT
On Saturday night the Night express north runs
SHILOH’S CATARRH REMEDY— a positive
ear er, leaving Chicago 5 15 p. m., arriving at to D. R. Meengs. drug atori!, on Tueadaya,Thursdays. and Saturdays, and the balance of the week cure for Catarrh, Diphtheria and Canker Mouth.
Holland 2:2) Sunday morning.
he will treat the Eye and Ear at No. 132 Monroe Sold by D. R. Meengs.
st., Grand Rapids,
0-iy
GRAND RAPIDS BRANCH.
“HACKMETACK.” a lasting and fragrant perFrom Holland to
From Grd. Rapids 17 REMERS, H., Physician and Surgeon. Reel- fume. Price 25 and 50 cents, bold by D. R,
Grand Rapids.
Meengs.
to Holland.
IV. dence on Ninth street,near the cor. of Mara m. a. m. p.m.
a. m
m. >.m. ket street. Office one door west of Van Kaalle's
520 •8 15 3 25 ....Holland..... 11 45 •9 10 1010 boot and shoe store. Office hours from 8 a. m. to
SHILOH'S CURE WILL immediately relieve
12 m., and from 6 p. m. to 8 p.
50-ly
Cronp. \\ hooping cough and Bronchitis.Sold by
D.
It. Meengs.
5 35 0 40 3 35 ....Zeeland ..... 11 35 8 40 9 55
OUUIPHORST, L. Physician and Burgeon;
office at the drug store of Schouten A Sche5 57 9 20 3 52 ..Ilndsonvllie...
FOR DYSPEPSIA and Liver Complaint, you
11 15 740 9 25
pers; is prepared at all times, day or night, to have a printed guaranteeon every bottle of
8 15 10 00 406 ....Grandville...11 80 7 10 9 05 attend to "calls.”
Sbloh’s Vltallzcr. It never fails to cure. Sold by
D. R. Meengs.
OCHOUTEN, F. J., Physician and Accoucher.
835 10 30 4 20 Grand Rapida.. 10 45 8 35
Office at Dr. Schouteu’edrug store. Eighth
» m. a. m. p m
A NASAL INJECTOR free with each bottle of
a. m. a. m. p. tn
street.
...... .
40 ly.
Shiloh’s Catarrh Remedy. Price 50 cents. Sold
by D. R. Meengs.
On dunda
day morning the Night Expresa
iress loaves
Vf ANTING, A. G„ Physicisn snd Surgeon ;
Holland 2 :30 and arrivesIn Grand Rapids 4 : lOfi.m.
.VI office at GraafrchapVillage,Allegan county,

From Holland
Muskegon.. A

sooner than is

of de sin of greed, an’ if the competition of other raw material
we hadn’t raised his salary of $200 producing countries should increase very
last Jinuary he was gwine to leave us fur rapidly, and should threatenAmerican
anoder field.
supremacy in the European markets.

sishun.

lady.

— '

Fhyileliat.

9 10

m.

attendant upon overpopulationwill

sich.

De pastor spoke

“My

Experience.

r» lj lm luisemiuc
_
ARE YOU ahMADE
miserableby Indigestion,
P., Justice of the Peace and
onatipatlon,Dizziness,
Dlx-’
• Yellow
- Loss of- A ppcllte,'
Notary Public.Conveyancing done at short Constipation,
Jin? Shiloh’s
Nhiloh'a VI
Vltallzeris a positive cure. Sold
notice. Office at his residenceNew Holland, Skin?
by D. R. Meengs.
~* Igan.
imj

6 00 3 50 ..New Buffalo.. 11 40 1 00 11 55

m. p. m. p. m.

_

certainty

oTEGENGA, A.

O

Joseph...12 40 8 05 200

550 ....Chicago .....
a.

A Woman’s

Mcenge.

Hour? Futlici.

209

ly.

it is highly probable that the dangers

warned ’em to keep

yll it

in

and Machinery,cor. River snd Ninth Street.

WILMS,
12 00) 12

47—

he turned about au’

3AUELS, VAN PUTTEN A CO., Proprietors is fading from my face, Parker’s Ginger When an elder prays that the world may closed to the intending emigrant?— London
of Piugger MUU: (Steam Saw and Flour
Tonic, gives quick relief. It builds me be heller an’ deft turns aroun’ an’ cheats SaturdayReview. a
Mills.) near foot of 8tn strset.
XTAN RAALTE, B. dealer in Farm Implements up and drives away pain with wonderfull de eye-leef out of a man on a boss trade,

7 20 4 45

..

Bedford.

conscience he his guide, an’ den

In the

1

m. n. m.
8(M 5 15

a.

40 10 10 12 08 East Saugatuck

New

overmasteringone

Mothers and Daughters should feel tian believes in, hut I have to wonder at are multiplyingIn confidence that emigraDealer in Fresh, Balt,
and Smoked Meats and Vegetables; paper alarmed when weariness coustanllyop- de Inconsistenciesof our religion.When
tion Is always available for those who can
and twine; 8th street.
presses them. “If I am fretfulfrom ex- a pastor preaches one flng an’ practices not live at home. But what will be the
Ma&afaotorli«,Mills. Xto.
haustion of vital powers and the color anoder, what’s an elder gwine to do? consequence when the United States are

Nt’l
ed. Exp.

a.

tlOfiO

ol

own

away from theatersan’ circusses an*

3d. It is recommendedand used
in practice by many physicians, one of
whom at least is well known to the people

an
American mind,

desire to increasethe population is
a Christian must let

v

Mix

Mail

Towns.

magnitude.Already the population is
De pastor said It war’ a sin to strive dense in parts of the older eastern itatea.
riches an’ deo he turned about an’ And when it is borne in mind that the

1TANDERHAAR, H.,

From Chicago

Si’tMIx-

not recommended for all diseases,

all kinds of meats and
vegetables ; Meal Market on 8th street.

lv

his

females;

Market, near corner
Elxblh and Fish Street. All kinds of sausages constantly on hand.

1882.

probably equal that of Russia, and,

check the rate of growth, in another fifty
bonnet on which cost years it will have reached an enormous

De pastor said dat

but only for a particular class, peculiar to

strcofTnear Market.

J3UTKAU, Wm. New Meat

Taking Effect, Sunday Jan. 15,

wid a

box.”

38-tf

13

Chicago & West Michigan Bailway.

will

unless some great disasterocccurs to

eighteen dollars.

Wk

chlsi’s Uterine

Meat Market!.

gtail #011(15.

On

wollopedde congregashuo lur not havin’ system of cultivation tends to exhaust the
H„ Livery and Sale Stable. Office our posession indisputable evidence of Its
more
money to drap Into de contribushun soil, while, also, as we have said, the
audbarnonMarketsireet.Everythingfirst- worth, and we recommend the afflicted to

la

OKK.

last year,

DONE

Hotel.

0S,?;c

It

de wrong path,

pubtor said dat de love of dress was

sot dar

Ail advertising bills collecublequarterly.
class.
An X before the Subscriber’s name will denote
try it. This remedy ditiers from quack
the expiration of the Subscription.Two XX sigTTAVERKATE, G. J., Livery and Boarding
nides that no paper will be coutinuedafter dale.
11 stable.Fine rigs and good horses can al- nostrums in the following respects: 1st.
ways be relied on. On FUh street, near Scott’s It Is preparedby a regular physician; 2d.

THIS

down

hringln’ dls kentry to ruin, an* yet his wife

advertisement in this paper of “Dr. Mar-

Business Cards in City Directory, not over three
Mnes.l'i.OOper annum,

tell you?”

he

walked away as unconcerned as
had happened.

snd

said,
if

nothing

small steam whistle is
“I she that

alongside the mizzenmast. The engine
and

air.

“What did I

boiler are in the

extreme after part of

the vessel. The furnace and boiler are
atbwartsiiips,and the engine

propellerof the ordinary

is

a

good old lady In Camden; “In

an upright they

type. The

a young man was bound

over for ‘embracery’the other day,” said

my

time

would have made him marry

the

g\r\.,,— Philadelphia Record.

and Distempers, Invigorates steam power is intended as an auxiliary,
The palatial car which is to carry Jumbo
the
System
and keep the Animal in s but she has made seven knots an hour un0 Mixed tralas.
about the country is ready. By the way,
Mr. R. Van Eampeu has got til the Healthy, Handsome Condition. Sold by der steam alone. She was built in Rockt Runs dally, all other trains dallr except Sunthis particular proboscidian wouldn’t be
day. All trains ran by Chicago time.
ncceaatry toola to more, raise or lower all
land a short time ago, and is the first
40-tf
induced to move iu London uuder several
buildings at short notice. He is alio prevessel of the kind ever constructed. She
The most wonderful curative remedies is about 600 or 700 tons Custom House weeks, but the moment he strikea this
pared to build new dwellings, or repair
iuuineiffs #itfrtara.
country be is made to “hump himself ”
old ouei, or do any kind of carpenter and of the present day, are those that come measurement.—
American.
and earn bis living, like auyotherfurrioer.
from Germany, or at least originate there.
joiner’*
18-ly.
P.m. p.m.

a.

m. p.m.

D. L. Boyd. See'v.

cures Colds

Druggists.

work.

Attsnsya.

The most recent

preparation placed upon

Said a stranger to aq old resident of
At the close of dinner at the late Dean
the Great Omaha:
of Ely’a a guest happened to remark that
every discription and sporting goods of a German Invigorator,which has never been
“Who’s that fat fellow, with a red rib- six eminent lawyera had died in six
known to fail in curing a single case of bon, good clothes,and a gold-headed
piscatory nature, at
Iff CBR1DK, A CARROLL, Attorneys at Law,
months. At that minute the Deao, very
IvX Leppig’s Rl^ck, Grand Rapids, Michigan.
DIRK B, MEENGS. iropotency, spermatorrhoea, weakness and cane?"
Easiness in Kent, Ottawa and Allegan Counties
deaf,
rose and said, “For these and all
frillbe promptly attended
9-iy
all diseases resulting from self-abuse, as
“Why, don’t you know?”
other mercies God’s holy name be
Important to Tranltn.
nervous debility, Inability, mental anxiety,
pARKS, W^H.^ Attorney and Councelorat Law,
“No; who is
>

TTOWARD.M. D., Claim Agent, Attorneyand
XX Notary Public; Klverstreet.

;

Fishing rods, reels, lines, books of the market

this country,

in

is

to.

it.”

Special inducementsare offered you by
Gtmmliiioa MmUit.

T3EACH W. H. Commission Merchant,

the Burlington

Route. It

will

read their advertisementto be

and
13 dealer in Grain, Floor and Produce. High- where in this
net market price paid for wheat. Office in Brick
store cor. Eighth A Fish streets,Holland, Mlch.l 7

languor, lassitude, depression of

spirits

pay you to and functional derangements of Uie nertale by druggists,or

found else vous system. For

tone.

52— ly. sent

free

by mail on receipt of the price,

praised.”

“Well, that’* President Walsh.”

“What
“O,

does he

be

do?”

Debility resulting from typhoid and

doesn’t do anything; he’s a

Workingman!”—0wwA»

Republican.

low fevers is best and most quickly relieved by Brown’s Iron Bitters.

$1.00 per box, or six boxes for $5.00. Ad-

Always Refreshing.

dress F. J. Cheney, Toledo, O., Sole
Take-it-babt and Live Long are
Gen. Hammond, an American lubhybl,
by Agent for the United States. Send for brothers, and are related to Ayer’s Sarsaquarreled with Capt. Scott, M. P., in the
TAOKSBURG.J. O., Dealerin Drags and Medi
Schepers, Sole parilla, which has lengthened many a flouse of Commons restaurant,in Otlawft,
LM eines, Paints and Oils, Brashee.Ac. Phy- Fiorestou Cologne, which is always re circular.Schouten
sicians prescriptions arefnlly pntnp: Eighth st freebing, no matter how freely used.
Agents for
9-ce-3m
Canada, and is threatened with arrest.
Srsfi sal XslisiiM.

ie

may be objected that the time is far
distant when the population will be too
an’ I had only to look frew de window to
large, and when therefore, the growth of
see de boys playin’ base ball in a vacant
populationmay threatenthe institutiona
lot, an a dozen men staudln’ arouu’ a sa- of the country with danger. But is it eo!

“De

sirs.,

$1.1X1 per

Yearly advertisers have the privilege of three

tears bekase de heathen1

ness at a gulp.

Additional jXoral.

J. Scott, proprietor.
This hotel Is locatedon the cor. of Ninth and

O

of Improvidence that

an’ he put the populations of France and the United
dat ticket war’ Kingdom added together; while in another
candidates who deserved atate prison wus ten years if the rate of growth Is main
dun office, but he swallcrud de hull biz- tained, the population of the United States

..

OCOTT’ HOTEL. Wm.

00
00

“De pastor shed

of India war’ gwine

him when he woted

_

I

00
00
80

then the Americans will

now taking no thought of the morrow.

in a straight ticket.

K. P. Montleth proprietor. Kye
Rye « bush ..................
Located near the Chi. & W. Mich. K. R. de- Corn
_____ V 100 lbs ......
Corn Meal
pot, bus good facilitiesfor the travelingpublic,and Fine Corn Meal & HO lbs
Its table is unsurpassed.Free Hack for accommodation of guests.On Ninth sir, Holland, Mich.

8 M. | 6 k. I 1 Y.

Square ................

saloon keepers.

and

to a sense

As we have already pointed out, iu anDe pastor spoke of de prevalence of other eight years the population of the
evil In high places, an’ yet 1 stood beside
United Slates will probably nearly equal

...

OUfENIX HOTEL.

an, yet two of de elders of dal same it birth,
church own buildings which dey rent to awake

loon door.

i

.

and has one of the largestand best sample rooms
One square of ten lines, (nonpareil,)75 cents for In the State. Free bus In connection with the Ho10-ly
first insertion,and tr> cents for each subsequent tel. Holland, Mich.
nscrtlon for any period under three mouthe.

2
3

10

TTAN PUTTEN G„

Hotili.

1

13
00
1 00

a

of Fur- Hav, 9 ton.... ................. 8 00
Coffin*, Onions, 9 bushels ................ ft
Potatoes, 9 bushel ................ 75 ft
Timothy heed, 9 bushel .......... ft

paid in aduanee; $1,75 if

if

paid at three months, and $2.00 if

of Immigration.

“In our church de odder Sunday,” said
The idea is now ingrained in the AmeriBrother Gardner as the hall grew quiet,, can mind that the one great desideratum
“our pastor warned young men agin de is an increase of population.* This idea
1 00
2 50 awful effecks of drink. Rat was k’rect, will survive the circumstanceswhich gave

IVAN PUTTEN, Wm.,

v

Th$ Snd

A

delicious oder

is improved

&

HoIUnd.

i

__

_ _ ______________

:

:

_

life.

•

.A subcommittee of the Homo of Repreaentativea
after luveititfAtingthe questionor "lapsedlaud
grants, decides that the charters of, the Northern Pacific and the Atlantic and Paciflo are
DOn-forf^table.
to be Collector of the port of Boston.

f#l $?tw.
B0UiA5D C^,

,

WoAKuir~

It

is

.

.

j$id that Nellie fcurrill is taking

earo of Howgate’a pile, that neither he nor his

WEEKLY IEWS REVIEW.

family are In want, and that he la gettiog ready
to jump the country when he can do so safely.

Six steamships landed 6,000 immigrants at Castle Garden, on Wednesday, the

TH* BAST*

the new corners were fifty English brewers, with considerablecapital, who
pointed administratorof the poet's estate. propose to start in business at Philadelphia.A
large number of Dutch cattle raisers,with an
The Probate Court of Middlesexcount/ in con
sidenog the erasures in red ink, defeatedthe average puree of $800 each, are en route to
intentionof the testator to give $5,000 to his Stevens, Texas. From Gibraltarcame 1,000
Italians,many of whom are railroadlaborers ....
brother Samuel and a like amount to the children of his brothers Stephen and Alexander. As the result of a vote taken by aixty-one Preabyteriea, instrumentalmusic will be introduced
... By the fall of the waifs of a burned church,
into the United Presbyterianchurch of North
at Dover, N. H., Mrs. Stewart Clifford, Mrs.
Whitney and J. H. Burleigh were seriously America. The ballot stood 616 to 606.

Ebkest W. Ix)JWfellow

.

has been ap-

Sdinst Among

.

iojarid.

The Ancient Order of United Work-

i

A

poibonlno horror of extraordinary
peculiaritiesis reportedfrom Pittsburgh. The
cook of a colored boarding-house in & suburb
of that city was induced by her lover, for Anne
uuknown motive, to put poison into the dough
of some biscuit she was making. Niue persons, among them four children, partook of the
biscuit,and severalof them, it is feared, will
die.

The

arrival of several hundred ad-

men

in Iowa, numbering 10,000, will secede

A considerablequantity of American bacon lay at Havre for some months,
awaiting inspectionwith a microscope. The
owner revenged himself by ordering it returned, and sold it in New York at an advance
of U4 cents per pound.

ditional Italians at Castle Garden, last week,

POLITICAL*

served to show that they are being imported
by thousands by Giuseppe Brotali, who keeps
a labor bureau in Baxter street, and who has
grown nch by bringing over his countrymen.
He receives $5 per mouth for a year for their
passage, and points out their places of work.

Previous to the admission

to

probate

pledged themselvesto carry oat

its

evident in-

poet’s brother Samuel will therefore, receive$5,000, and several children will
be given $1,000 each.

The

region of Pottsville, Pa., was

visited by a severe snow-storm,on the 6th of

May.

Three inches of the beautiful covered

the ground, the weather was very cold, and
everythingbore the appearance of midwinter.
....Mrs. W. K. Vanderbilt has secured the
former cook of the Baroness de Rothschild
at
salary of $7,000 per annum....
The Court House at Pittsburgh was destroyed.by
fire, nothing being left of the large atone
structureexcept the walla. As the building
was deserted for the day, the fire, the origin of
which is unknown, had sained great headway
before it was discovered, and the most that
could be done was to save the county records
and most of the valuable books of the law
library. While engaged in this work a yoong
man was killed by the fall of heavy plate-glass
from a skylight.

a

publicans has been called to

meet at

Crop reports from pointe in Nebraska,
sas and other States

Philadel-

phia on the 24th lost The North Carolina

Democratswill hold their State Convention at
Raleigh, July 5. The Prohibitionists
have
called a State CouventioQat Raleighfor June 7.

Another statement

in regard to the

Morey letter comes from New York. Hon.
Abram 8. Hewitt, who waa charged with conninng at the forgery, has, it is said, partially
succeededin clearing up the mystery.It appears that the ringleaderin the conspiracywas
H. EL Hadley, a prominent officer or the Hancock Republican Club of New York, an organication that embracedwithin its membership a
number of Republican politicianswho foolisnly
jumped into theDemocraticranks at a time when
they imagined Hancock would be elected. Hadley has told the story of his connectionwith
the forgery. While the detailsof the statemeu* are suppressed, it ii known that Hadley
and his associates palmed off the letter as an
original document upon the Democratic National Committee.

Senator Hoar,

nettled at the inquiry

by Senator Rollins in regard to the Boston
Collectorehip, burst into a passion almost uncontrollable, denouncingthe nomination as a
personal insult and an infamous outrage, and
threateningrevenge upon those who stand by
the President in the struggle.

Minnesota,Dakota, Wisconsin, Illinois,Kan-

i

A convention of Independent Re-

of the will of Henry W. Longfellow,the heirs

tent The

and

form an independentorder unless the Supreme
Lodge, which meets in Cinduuati m June, recedes from its position on the relief law.

.

.

.The Executive

Committeeof the Republican Congressional
CampaignCommitteeelected Col D. B. Henderson, of Dubuque, Iowa, Secretary.

WASHINGTON.

show a very promising

outlook, in suite of the cold and backward
Three old books which arrived in New
spring which has retarded farming operations
York from Europe by mail were found to have
in many localities. , .The Michigan fruit crop
been neatly hollowed out and filled with diawaa badly injured by the late frost
Alfred Drake, 16 years old, a pnpil monds and jewelry valued at $3,500. The
package waa addreased to a leading jeweler of
in a public school at St Paul, loved a maiden Cincinnati, but found its way to the Custom
fair, a fellow-pupilnamed Jenuie Faulkner. House ...A company of Mexican dragoons
His ardent pleadingsfor a secret marriage and was badly defeateaby a band of banditti near
elopement were indignantlyrejected, where- Y arm ora, and their commander, Capitano Not.

upon he tried to shoot the girl, firing three
shots at her with a revolver, none of which,
however, hit her. The shooting occurred at
the girl’i door on the aide walk, and the girl
ran into the bouse. The boy ran down the
street pursued by bystanders, a short dis-

tance, then, putting the revolver to
his bead, lolled himself instantlv.....
Maj. Evans telegraphs to Gen. Crook a rumor
that the Bannocks and Snakes had broken out
at Fort Washakie, and that arms had been istutd to settlers by the military. These bands
number over 2,000, and are ’ bravo and cunning.... It appears to be a fact, all accounts
concurring, jthat.thefruit buds have been effectually killed by the recent cold weather in
Michigan and so mo other Western localities. .
An emigrant train on the Santa Fe road, while
side-tracked at Glorieta. the conductor being in
the telegraph oflfce, was raided by three doeperadoes. who secured from the passengers
about $500 in money and goods. Tbo leader
of the gang was formerly a night-watchman at
Lamy, New Mexico.
.

A farmer’s wagon

.

with Polk Wells and Charles Cook, under strong
in a bam five raiies
son, and were soon
forced to surrenderat the muzzle of a shotgun.

guard. They were found
away by John Btengcrand

A reward of $250 was paid to the Btengers.
prison birds have
indictedfor the
murder of John Elder, the guard.

Wu

Orton M. Camp, when a

1ml

of 4

years, waa stoleu from his mother in Waupaca,
county, Wis., by a band of Pottawatoniies.An
elder brother recently found him with the Indians at Royalton, Wis., and identified him

an absence of eighteen years ____ The
annual meeting of stockholders of tho
Michigan Central road was held in
after

Detroit, resultingin tho re-election of the
directors and officers. PresidentVanderbilt reports gross earningsof $8,034,331,and a net
revenue of $509,319. A dividend of 2;£ j»er
cent, was paid during the year. The capital
•tootf is $18,738,2u4 — The reported outbreak
of the Bannocks and Shoshonesis discredited

The round-up in Indian

Territory is

nearly finished.It shows that th<*

lo.ja

of stock

the past winter was but 1 per cent. ; that cattle

were never in better conditionat this season,
and will reach the market a mouth earlierthan
usual. The increase in herds surprisesthe
veteran stockmen.Some tenants ou the Cherokee strip are fencing their ranges, probably
by consent of the Indian authorities....A
courier from the Yellowstone country has
reached Cheyenne with the information that
tbeCrowa have become ugly and have given
the annual order to settlersto leave.

A dispatch from Tombstone, Arizona,
sayi the people of that Territory are highly in-

dignant at the President's proclamationagainst

cowboys. It

is claimed that the country
was never more orderly, and the proclamation
is everywheredenounced as an outrage.
the

TUB SOUTH*
Nike

statement of the

is a

debt at the cloae of buainesd April 31

pub

:

Extended « s .......................... 9 89,193,180
Extended5’s ..........................401,60.1,900
Four and one- mu: per cent, bond* ..... 250,000,000
Four per cente, .......................
Refundingcertifleetee...... .......... 493.000
Nery pension fund .................... K, 000,000
;

Total interest-bearing
debt .......... 81,494,044,864

S

Matured debt ...........
13,714,845
Legal tenders ............34MW.826

.

.

oatee

.

..................71863,480

Fractionalcurrency

.....

7,037,b«7

.

.

Current liabilities—
Interestdue and unpaid. ..............
2,244,926
Debt on which interest has osaasd ...... 13,714,845
Interest thereon. .......................614,478
Gold and ellrer certificates.............72,863,480
United States notes held for redemption
of oertifleeteeof deposit. .............11,115,000
Caah balance availableMay 1, ......... 146,031.850

f

................................
$ 246,574,580

Available
Caab in treasury.
1

....................
9 248.674,680
railwaycompanies, Interest parable in lawful money,
principaloutstanding...............
64,623,612
Intereataccrued and not yet paid ...... 1 ,2*2,470
Interestpaid by United Htatee. ........63,406,977
Interest repaid by companies—
Bv transportationservice ..............16,096,048
By cae n payments of 6 per cent, oi net
eerninga........ .................... 666,198.00
Balance of Interestpaid by the United
State*. ..........................
87,654,729

Bonds issued

convicts in the Texas peni-

to Pacific

$

1

Secretary Foloer has issued a call
amount"

for the recnining 6 per cents of 18S1,
lug to $11,200.

Nationalroad has been completed.

It is

forty-

six miles in length, and cost $2,500,000.From

Laredo

trains are running eighty -four miles,
over Ihe border. . .Rear Admiral Johu Rodgers
died at his residence in Georgetown Heights.
The Admiral was 70 years of age, and for a
number of years was Superinteudeut of the
.

The

President has pardoned FitzJohn Porter. This is all he could do, under
the decision of Attorney General Brewster, to relieve him of the disabilities imposed
by the court-martial
act. The Presidents action, of course, does not restore Fitz-JobuPorter to the army, nor is it a stop iu that direction, unless Congress shall pass a special act
for the benefitof Porter authorizing the Pro#idem to appoint him. All that the pardon can
effect is to relieve Porter from the disqualification of holdingcivil office. It Is knbwn to be
Porter's intention to endeavor to secure the passage of a bill which will authorize the Prewdeut
to restore him to his former rank.
•

In reply to Fitz-John Porter’s applicaeatioq. for a remisdon of a portion of the sen-

.

tence of

the

/court-martialbeing executed,

President Arthur has issued the following
and subsequently Postmaster General under order:
PresidentHayes’ administration, and a staunch
l ChesterA. Arthur,President of the United
Unionistduring the war, died of heart-disease States of America, to whom these presents may
at Knoxville, Tenn., aged 68.
oome. greeting :
Whcskab,On the 10th day of January, 1863,
In the case against the election manFite John Porter, Major General of Volagers of Charleston, charged with staffing the
unteers in the military service of the United
ballot-box, the jury stood eight for conviction States, and also Colonelof the Fifteenth regiand four tor acquittal.
ment of infantry and Brevet BrigadierGeneral
in the United States army, waa, by general
CIENERAJU
court-martial, for certain offenses of which he
By a vote of 5 to 4 the Senate Com- had been thereby convicted,sentenced "to
mittee on Commerce decidedto make a favor- be cashiered and to be forever disqualifiedfrom
holding any office of trust or profit under the
able report on the nomination of Worthington Government of the United States
and
.

army

apjkoinfenenti

wu

de-

feated In the Senate^ on thff2dfnat, by the vote
of David Davis. The bill to give twelve condemned cannon to the Morten Monumental

PRESIDENTS PROCLAMATION./

a

:
*

—

•

I

mm

,

and recapturingabout 200 head of stock. Tapper lost one killed end one wounded. The reported killingof Indians by Mexican troops is
the appointment of a committee of five to in- fully confirmed. The engagement was a most
quire whether money hu been contributed by sanguinary one. The number of redseventy-eight, and
interested parties to aid or defeat the passage skins slain
soldiers twenty. Thirty-threeInof the bill in regard to distilledspiritsin bond.
ADDITIONAL NEWS*
On the bill to create a Court of Appeals Messrs. dians were captured. Loco, with twentyGarland and Frye made arguments.Bills were five warriors, escaped. The work of a few
The United States Supreme Court passed to restore to the public domain portions Mexican troops in thus killing and capturing
denied the petition for a writ of habeas corpus of tbe Fort Niobrarareservation in Kansas,and the Indian band that onr own army could not
to give Memphis the site for a public library. catch causes much ill -concealed mortification
in Sergt Mason’s case. The court decided the
O. V. Tousley, of Minnesota, was nominated in army circles. The Secretary of War informs
court-msrtial had full Jurisdictionto try Mason
by tbe President to be Consul at Trieste. Tbe Congress that there are in Arizona 2,273 enfer the offense charged ; that its proceedings Tariff Commission bill again occupied the time listed men and 140 officers,in addition to the
were all within its proper jurisdiction,and the of tbe House for the day. Speeche* were made forces under Gen. Forsyth.It is believed at
sentenoe pronounced wu not in excess of its
by Messrs. Randall, Curtin, wnitthorne,Tuck- Washington that the war is ended.
power. . .It is proposed to provide for the re- er and Kelley. The former offered an amendtirement of non-commissioned officers in the ment that the commission be composed of two
THE MARKETS.
army at three-quarters pay. Congress will, it is Senators, three Representatives
and four civilbelieved, favor tho measure ____ The President ian experts. An evening session was held to
NEW
J
hu signed the ChineseEmigration bill,and it is consider pensionbills, at which forty- five were
...........................
$10 26 fl4 75 V
.........................
6
75
£
7
70
now a law of the land.
passed.
Coitok ............................
1214
Mrs. Scovillh was advertised to
4 00 <4 6 35
After having engaged the attention of the Flour- Superfine.................
Wheat— No. 2 Spring ............1 38 @ 1 44
lecture in Now York. She appeared on the
Honse of Representativesmore or less for six
No. 2 Red .................1 48 Q 1 49
stage, holding a little girl by the hand, and said
83
weeks, the bill authorizinga Tariff Commission Cork — Ungraded .................. 76
Oatis— Mixed We* tern .............68
62
to the forty-one persons present : " Ladies and
pused that body on tbe 6th inst, by a vote of Pork— Mess .......................
18 00 018 76
Gentlemen— Family troubles have made it
Lard .............................. 11*0 11 *
necessary for me’ to retire immediately. I 151 to 85. The followingDemocrats voted in
CHICAGO.
have given you the pleasure, if it is a pleasure, favor of the bill : Morse of Boston. Bliss of liKKvu — Choice Graded Steere ..... 7 00 » 7 80
of seeing the sister of Guitean. Good even- Brooklyn,Hcpville of Buffalo. Harris aud Ross
Cows and Heifer*. ..; ..... 3 60 @ 6 25
Medium to Fair .......... (i 50 (R fi 90
ing.'’ The money wu refunded to the pur- of New Jersey, Ermentrout,Curtin, Klotz,
6 00 ® 7 95
chasers of tickets. . .By a collisionon the Bos- Mosgrove, Mutcbler, Randall and Morgan B. noon. ...... ........................
Wise of Pennsylvania, Chapman and Talbott Flocb— Fancy White Winter Ex... 6 75 ^ 7 00
ton, Concord and Montreal road, William H.
Good to Choice Spring Ex. 6 60 A 7 00
Abel, inventor of the knitting-machine,
and of Maryland, Barbour and George D. Wise of Wheat— No. 2 Spring ..............1 26 4 1 27
Hiram Jones, a Vermont drover, were killed. Virginia, Hoge, Keuua and Wilson (the
No. 3 Spring ..............1 15 @ 1 17
whole delegation)
West Virginia. Corn— Na 2 ....................... 74 <§ r 76
Both engineswere smashed.
Speer of Georgia, GoldsmithW. Hewitt auu Oath— Na 1
.. 62
63
A horrible murder is reported from Shelley of Alabama, Upson of Texas, Elba and Rrz— No. 2. .........
.....
.. 80
81
Baulky— No. 2. ______
••••#•••.. 1 08 9 1 10
Murray county, Ga. James Emory, nearly 100 Gibson of Louisiana (representing
the sugarButtbh— Choice Creamery.
.. 26
27
years of age, killed his wife by beating her to planters), Cleardv of the Carondeletdistrict in E«hih— Freeh.
.. 15
16
Missouri, aud Atherton of the Tuscarawas dis- Pomx - Meet.
!•••• •••#••
,.18
26
918
50
death with a dob. It is said that at vanons
trict in Ohio— total 27. Tbo Republicans who Labi> ......
11*3 11*
times Emory hu married and killed seven
voted against the bill, were : Bel lord of ColMILWAUKEE.
wives, all of them in the most brutal and coldorado, Cutts, Farwell, McCoid and Updegraff Whkat-No.2 .....................1 81 9 1 33 y
blooded manner. Upon the coffinof each vicNo. 2 ....................... 74
75
of loin, DunnelL and Washburn of Coax—
tim it is said be places marks showing the nnm-'
Uats-No.2. .........
51
e-i
Minnesota, and Orth of Indiana— total, 8.
BTK-No.
1
........................
82
83
her he hu killed up to date. The coffin that
No Greenbacker voted against the bill except Baulzt— No. 2,
95
*6
containedthe body of his late victim wu found
Jones of Texu. A resolutionwu adopted Pouk— Mcm .......................
18 26 9IH 50
to be marked seven.
giving Mr. Matson leave to withdraw his papers 1 -A BD,,
I,
11 V
1114
8T. LOUIS.
*
Capt. Payne has gone to Hunnewell, in tbe Alabama contested-election
case. Mr.
........... 18Z 9 1 3i
Hnbbell introduced a bill to create a depart- Whkat-N*2 Red
Kas., whence he will lead into Indian Territory
CORR^ISixed;.,,..,
.4,...., 74
76
ment and Secretary of Agriculture. There wu
Oat»— No. 2 .......................
1
67
a train of thirty loaded wagons. He statu no session of tbe Senate.
Mr. Windom offered a resolution in the Sen-

ate, on

the (th

inst, which

wu

adopted, for

was

of

.

YORE.
&
A

of

£
e
9
9

.....

-

Naval Observatory.

Seven were speedilyrecaptured,two of them
being dightly wounded. . .Horsoc HaVuara. of

of’Cm-

Conf federate*for

.

tentiary dashed out of the gates l>ehind a cart

Tetiue»*ve,for eighteen reiir- a inwu'ier
gress. United Stares MiiiWtee to Ov-rt

OommR-

tee the JbOl removing the dilqualificatiohof tt-

On

.

Total

The motion to refer to th# Judiciary

relief of Fits John
enlarge the scope of tb* 4
sulture, speeches werqr
nter, Geddes, Rich and
called to the chair for
of Michigan.

need |h act for,
P&rtcr. TO the bil
Department of
made by Messrs.
Muldrow.^Tbe 8
two days flfr.Burro
trod

Association of Indiana was passed. The To Billy the Kid* Tex&w Jack, Wild
House bill for
public building BUI and Other Unquiet Citizens.
at Quincy. HI, was passed, and the Home
Whereas, It is provided in the laws of the
amendment to the act for a poetofficeat Peoria
wu concurred in, making the appropriation UnHqd States- that “whenever, by reason of
$250,00(1.Mr. Laphnm proposed a constituunlawfal obstructions, combinations or assemtional amendment prohibitingany denial of
suffrage on account of vox. Several amend- blages of persons, or rebellion against the aumentu were offered to Mr. Davis1 bill to estab- thority of the Government Of the United States,
lifh a court of appeals. A favorable report it shall become impn^ticablein the judgment
tue of the power rested w me by (he constituwan made on a bill to cede to the First Taxing
tion of the united States, and in consideration Diatrict of Temiewee, for a public library,a lot of the President/ to enforce by tlie ordinary
of the premises, do hereby grant to said Fitz- intendedfor a Government buUdiug in Memphis.
course of judicial proceedingsthe laws of the
John Porter a full remissiou of the herein be- The House passed bills for public baildings at
United States within any State or Territory, it
fore-mentionedcontinuingpenalty.
Hannibal and Peoria. In committee of the
hall be lawful for the Presidentto call forth
Chester A. Arthur.
whole on the Tariff Commisrion bill, Mr. HewBGIUB1GN*
itt, of Alabama, voiced his ventiments. The the militia of any or all States, and employ
In the British House of Lords, on the Senate amendmenta to the Chinese bill were such parts of the land and naval forces of the
concurred in. Diplomatic correspondence in United States u he may deem neceasaryto en2d inst, Earl Granville, Secretary of State for
regard to the conaition of Jews in Russia wu force the faithful executionof the laws of tbe
United States, or to sunpresssuch rebellion, in
Foreign Affaire, announced the resignationof presentedfind referred.
whatever State or Territory thereof the laws of
W. E. Forster,Chief Secretary for Ireland,
On tho Political Disabilities bill a partisan the United States may be forcibly opposed or
and the intention of the Governmentto release the three imprisoned members of Parlia- debate took place in the Senate on the 3d the executionthereof forcibly obstructed ; and
Whereas, It has been made to appear satis- 1
ment. Granvifle explained that Earl Cowper test, in which Messrs. Ingalls, Sanlsbnry,Garhad not resignedthe Lord Lieutenancyon ac- land, Butler, Hampton, Voorhees and Hawley factorilyto me by information received from i
the Governor of the Territory of Arizona and '
count of any difference with the Gov- participated.
the bill to create a
ernment in regard to policy. He con- Court of Appeals,the amendment as to patent from the General of the Army of the United
firmed the report that Lord Carlingford and copyright cases wu rejected, as were States, and other reliablesources, that, in conwould temporarily take the Presidency of several others. The Honse ameudmont to the sequence of unlawfulcombinationsof evil-disthe Council daring Earl Spencer’s absence in bill for the sale of Miami lands in Kansu was pofccd persons, who are banded together to opIreland. Earl Granville stated' that a reconsid- concurred te.^Mr. Voorhees offereda resolu- pose and obstruct the execution of the laws, it
has become impracticable to enforceby the oreration of the prisoners’cases would not extend
tion for a committee to investigate whether corto the case of MichaelDavitt Gladstone,In rupt influences had been used ou any member In dinary course of Judicial proceedings the laws
of the United States within that Territory, and
the Commons, made an announcementsimilar
regard to the bill relatingto distilledspirits in that the laws of the United States have been
to that of Earl Granville in the House of Lords.
bond, and asked therefor immediate considera- therein forcibly opposed, and the execution
Gladstone stated that a large number of other tion. Mr. Morrill objected, and the resolution
thereofforciblv resisted ; and
" suspects ” would be released,and the Govwent over. The Senate Committee on Military
Whereas, The lawMof the United States reernment, instead of renewing the Coercionact, Affairs haa submitted a report on the conduct
quire that whenever it may be necessary in the
wonld introduce measures remedying the adof the Soldiers’Home near Washington.They judgment of the President to use the military
ministrationof justice in Ireland The news
state Uiat the grounds have become a national forces for the purpose of enforcing a faithful
of the release of Parnell, Dillon and O'Kelly was
park for the benefitof wealthycitizens,and the executionof the laws of the United States, he
receivedwith the liveliestdemonstrationsof
expense of keening ap the beautifuldrives is hall forthwith, by proclamation, command
Joy throughout Ireland. Five suspects were
released unconditionally
from Naas jail ... .In borne by tbe soldiers.Gen. Drum hu steadily such insurgentsto disperseand retire peacerefusedto receive products of the gardens,but ably to their respective abodes within a limited
the correspondence between the Russian and
the other Commissioners have for the put time ;
American State Departments,relativeto Amertwelve yean been regularly furmshed with
Noic, therefore, I, Cheater A Arthur.Presiican Jews, the Russiansdecline to discriminate
milk, fruits, bouquets and all sorts of vegeta- dent of the United States, do hereby admonish
in favor of American Jews..,. Seven persons
were killed by a collieryexplosion at Leeds, bles. In the House, bills were reported: To al- all good citizens of the United States, and eslow the army to be used u a posse comitatus ;
peciallythe Territory of Arizona, against aiding,
England.
for the erection of a memorial column at Wash- countenancing,abetting or taking part in any
In the Italian Chamber of Deputies, ington’s headquartersat Newburg, and to aid such unlawful proceedings, and I do hereby
Bianca said Earope had no reason to fear in- the centennial celebration in that city ; to carry warn all personsengaged in or connected with
into effect the provisions of the constitntion re- said obstructionof laws to disperseand retire
vasion by the productsof America. Tho quesjecting the election of President and Vice peaceablyto their respectiveabodes on or botion of disbandingthe hoge armies, and giving President, and for the erection of a $60,000 fore noon, the 15th day of May.
back to agriculture and manufactures the forces lighthousenear the mouth of Detroit river.
In witness whereof I have hereunto set my
penned np in barracks, would be the next one
In the debate on tlm Tariff Commission bill hand and caused the seal of the United BUtee
to consider.... A Dublin dispatch says that speeches were made^ Messrs. Springer, Bur- to be affixed. • Chwteb A. Arthur, v
three members of- the Land League of Tralee rows. Blackburn and Yenna. Mr. Belmont ofBy the President
\
were sentencedto six months' imprisonment in fered a resolution calling on the Presidentfor
FrederickT. FRiLiHOHUTBEif,
defanlt of bail Many suspects have been re- copies of instructions from the Navy DepartSecretary of State.
leased from Clonmel and Kilmainham jails.
ment to the commander of the Sonth Pacific
The release of the Land Leaguers was cele- squadron. The Committee on Military Affairs
The Arizona Indian War.
brated at Balia, Belfast, Cork, Limerick, Lon- reporteda substitutefor the bill relating to redonderry and Youghall with torchlight proces- tirements from the anny, providingthat after
A courier arrived at Santa le, and reported
sions, bonfires, illuminations,
etc. General serving thirty-five years any officer may be
that a column of Mexican troops, under comtranquillityprevailed ... .As the Jews were the placed on the retired list by application to the
mand of Col Garda, met the Indians whom
corn broken of Russia, that trade will suffer President, or after reachingthe age of 62.
Col. Forsyth is in pursuit of and killed seventyfrom their summary departure.
eight of them, also taking thirty-three prisonMr. Voorhees called np his resolution in the
Lord Cavendish and Earl Spencer
ers. All the available troops in the Departhave gone to Ireland to consider the cases of Senate, on the 4th inst, for an investigation of ment of the Platte are to be sent to New Mexaspects. Parnell is reported to hare said alleged corrupt influencesin regard to the bill ico and Arizona to aid in suppressing tbe
hostile Apaches.
to extend the bonded period for whisky. Mr.
there wu no idea of reviving the Land League,
The Puna Indian police, in Arizona, were
and that the no-rent manifesto will be with- Windom, in moving an amendment for an indrawn. A cablegram to a Boston journal says quiry as to whether money had been raised to sent to arrest drunken and disorderlyIndians
and return them to the reservation.Having
Healy has been the pacificator, the plan being assist the pusage of that bill, remarked that
arrested eight of them the village rallied to
perfected in Paris with Parnell
he believed a gigantic whisky nng had been their rescue, which resulted in a running fight
Engineer Melville sends a cable- formed to control legislation. Mr. Voorhees’ of nine miles. Two Indians were killed and
— — — —
W
resolution
wu in definitely
postponed. A bill wa •
gram from the Lena delta, in Russia, announoone badly wounded. A horse also was killed.
lassed
for a light-house
at Point Patterson, ---Lake
p«
---------------------------Capt. Harris, of the First Cavalry,and comng that the corpses of De Long and party had Michigan. Mr. Sherman introduced a bill
been found, with all their papers and books, for the preservationof forests on public mand, who reached Tombstone May 8, report
and that search for Chipp would be continued. lands adjacentto navigablerivers. The Eill to that all the bostlles had escaped to Mexico,
Intelligence has reached 8L Petersburgto the remove the disqualificationof ex-Confederates
There were no hostiles in the Dragoon mounteffect that thirty-sevenpersons on board the for army appointments was sent to the Judiains or anywhere else within fifty miles of
Rodgers were lost
ciary Committee. Mr. Anthony offered a resoTombstone. A careful summary shows a total
lution for an inquiry into the expediency of
Albert Young, who waa recentlyarprovidingfor the payment of intereston of 141 whites and Mexicans killed by Indians
rested in London for threateningthe life of stolen bonds. The Court of Appeals bill wu daring tbs recent raid. Five hundred head of
stock were killed and captured, and over $75,000
Queen Victoria, hu been committedfor trial considered until the hour of adjournment.
worth of propertydestroyed.
The
House
spent
the
day
on
tbe
Tanff-CoraDavitt was released from Portlandprison on
Capt Tapper and his troops had a second
mission
bill, in committee of the whole. Those
the 6th inst, and immediatelyleft for London,
accompanied by ParnellDillon and O’Kelly ____ who made speeches were Messrs. Chandler, encounter with the Indians about forty-five
A corrected dispatch from SecretaryHoffman Gottschalk.Hatch. Lane and Mormon.
miles south of Cloverd&le, killing forty Indians

at St Petersburgsays that no lives were lost by
437,767,113 the burning of the United States steamerRodgers at St Lawrencebay. . .Queen Victoria forTotal debt ...........................
$1,945,526,809
mally dedicatedEpping forest to the free use
Total in temt.. .....................11.898,370
Caab in treasury .......................245,574^80 of the public, in presenceof nearly half a million of people.
Debt leee caah in treasury.
...... 11,711,859, 5H8
Decrease during April ..............14.415.823
Decrease since June 30, 1881 ..........
128,748,213
Total without Interest.
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11,116,000

Certificate* of deposit
Gold and silver certifl-

The Soluca division of the Mexican

Omaha.

at

lie

same date carried into execution ; and
Wbvuub. SuJfuch of that sentence as for^
ever dihqiifthfiod?
said Fite John Porter from
holdingoffice, Imposed upon mm at'. a continuIng pohalty, Is still being executed ; and
Wukheab, Doubts having since arisen concerningtbo guilt of said Fite John Porter of
the offense whereof he was convicted by said
court-martial,founded upon the result of the
investigation ordered on the 12th of April, 1878,
by the President of the United States, which
ue deeiaed by me to be of sufficientgravity to f
warrant a remissionof that part of the sentence
which has not been completely executed;
JVow, therefore,bmo ye. That L Chester A.
Arthur, President of ihe United States, by vir-

W
DQINfiS

-

Following

drove up to the

gates of the Iowa penitentiary, the other day,

The

egs, killed.

WKebzai, Ob the 21st of January,1863, that
•enteucewaa duly confirmed by thrPresident
of the United States, and by his order of the'
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Pokx— Meee ........
...18 60 018 75
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that fifty teams left Parsons with lumber, proA bill wu introdaced in tho Senate,on the
visionsand a printing-office. Maj. De Lnne
CINCINNATI.
bought in Wichitabarbed wire to fence 400,000 8th inst, authorizing the President to appoint
t s9.. 2 $8
acres of laud which he hu leased from the Fitz John Porter a Colonel, or place him on the ^ URAV,,
0OBM.
..... .. .,4, ........ .. 78
Cherokees.
54
retired list with that rank. A bill wu reported Oats ..................
A dispatch from Victoria, B. 0., says: appropriating$300,000to extend the Executive
••••••••••89
Poiut-Me* ...............
18 75
14 Within the last forty-eight hoars one steamer
Mi. union. The chair named Messrs. Windom,
TOLEDO.
and two sailing vessels have arrived from Hong bN ley, Harrison,- Cockrell and Pugh as the
coK.iuittee to investigate the charge of corrup- Whkat^-No. 2 Red .......... ...... 1 89
Kong with 2,100 Chinese.
tT
tion iu connectionwith the bill relative to dis- Cobh ........ ....................
A member of Congress from Maine tilled spiritsin bond. Mr. Bayard urged early Oats ........................
54
DETROIT. •
says that ex-SecretaryBlaine aspires to be re- actum on the Tariff Commission bill, and
FLous-Choise ........
......... 6 26
turned to the Senate. He will probably enter Mr. Kdmtmds objtctedlo any further proceed- Wheat— Na 1 White ..............1 15
ings on the measure. Mr. Groome presented CoRK-Mixed ...... . ...........
r 76
the field this fall u a candidate for Senator to
a joint resolutiontendering the thanks of OATK-Mixed ........ .............64
succeed Mr. Frye, whose term expires next
Congress lo Chief Engineer George w. Mel- Hah let {percental)................2 00
March.
Will E. English, of Indianapolis, hu
.......... 19 00
ville. Tbe Court of Appeals bill came up. Pobk— Mees. .........
been nominated for Congress by the Democrats
INDIANAPOLIS.
Mr. Jonas' amendment wu lost by 21 to 27.
Wheat— No. 1 Bed..*,-.
....... 1 86
of the Seventh Indiana District
Mr. Morgan suffered defeat in an attempt Cosh— No. 2 ......................
74
A St. Petersburg dispatch says the to strike out the danse making findings Oats. ............... . ...... ....... 62
EAST
LIBERTY,
PA.
of
the
Appellate
Court
conclusive
to
Senate u a Court of Appeal hu decided the
6 50
facts. In the Honse of Representatives, Cattlk— Beet .............
decree banishing the Jewish apothecaries illeFair.................
4 00
Mr. Calkins introduced a bill appropriating
Common .................8 60
gal.... The false prophet who appeared in
$10(1,000 for Arctic exploration, with Master
Hoes .............................7 00
Soudan hu been killed and his followers dis- Luciou Yoong u Commander.Mr. Bragg inBhrrv .............................
4 25
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of them falls

up dead.

I

from a

roof

and

is

picked

MICHIGAN NEWS.

sent the record to the presbvterv,where
Mr. Stuart was confronted‘ bv ‘them in

hen all they say is that he

PITH AND POINT.

A company has been formed in Kalwidow and six or eight children
t e Miape of a charge of heresy. He
amazoo to manufacture elastic paint.
came home, and, in the language of the
mourn his loss. He omits, however,
Gottlieb F. Weidman.bu insane man, world s people, “ made a kick about it,”

leaves a
to

to suggest any remedy, for, in this lati-

tude at any rate, the

Robert Toombs
and

will

*

ways hot, and the
is losing

his eyesight

cold.

soon be entirely blind.

summer sun
winters are

5

The Chicago Tribune prints

The Kentucky Legislature has voted

Fifteen trotting horses taken from
always Detroit to London were sold for £1,507.
Mrs. John Norris, of near Elk Rap-

an

ac-

with choice varieties of

fish.

ids, has recently given birth to twins for
a fourth time.

count of the miseries which cattle are

?5 000 to be used for stocking the rivers compelled to undergo in journeyingfrom
of the State

was killed by the cars near Marshall.

is al*

the first railroad shipping point in the

Henry

Tram,

farmer, near Sagi-

naw

City, while cutting straw, sliced off
one of his fingers.

and the record was wiped off the recording books. The question of indorsing
the pastor was then tested by a renolutipu declaring that the church committee
was of the opinion that his pulpit ministrationswere sound and in accordance
with the teachings of the good book,
but the resolution was tabled. Mr
Stuart then resigned, Jmt the church
society has since voted to retain him,
and ask him to withdraw his resignation.

A cobn annihilator—The pig.
A light employment— Making gas.
A hard set — The hen on porcelain
e8gB.

The

place for

flats

— In a tenement

house.
Electriciti in Franklin’s time was a
wonder, but we now make light of it

An eminent historian traces base ball
back to the time when Rebecca went
down to the well with a pitcher and

caught Isaac.
termination in New'
George Hayes, aged 80, died at MarA philosopher says, “The man who
dreadfulpicture. Crowd- lette. He was one of the oldest pioneers
St. John, Clinton county, has had an
laughs is the sympathetic mam” It is
cloee cars, they are left for days in Sanilac county.
exciting murder trial, lasting two weeks
astonishing how many sympathizers a
• Supervisor Darwin A. Thompson, of
of employing Indians as police instead at a time without food or water, and in
and resultingin a verdict of acquittal.
Branch county, died suddenly, a few Chesley Dew (colored),the murdered fellow has when he alipa down and
of the military at the frontier.
this wretched condition they push, bruise days ago, of measles.
hurts himself.
man, had lived for many years in the
and hom each other, and trample down
Pc
’ort Sanilac is to have a grist mill
the <Whole duty of a marsouthern part of Clinton county, and by
The sister of a wealthy St. Louis mer- any poor beast that falls from exhaust- completed and ready for business in sea“ To be agreeable to hia
his coarsenessand cruelty to his stock
chant was allowed by him to die in a ion. There are two considerations which son for the approaching harvest
had made himself universallydetested wife. What is the whole duty of a
The Big* Rapids Pioneer- Magnet has by lus neighbors, some of whom, a short married woman ? ” “ To be agreeable.”
xoor- house and be buried in the Potter’s should make such treatment criminal,
cut off the hyphen and last half of its time previous to his murder, had admin- -—From the French.
Afield, although before dying she begged
and lead to adequate punishmentfor name and enlarged the daily edition.
istered a heavy coat of tar and feathers.
“ If I have ever used any unkind
him to give her remains a respectable those who are responsible. The first is
Pod
Ho wig, late editor and chief This was some time last August, and a words, Hannah,” said Mr. Smiley, reburial.
that such ciuelty to dumb and helpless stoker of the Big Rapids Herald, is now few weeks subsequently he was found flectively, “I take them all b!ck.”
Yes, I suppose you want to use them
Illinois has the largest number of animals is a disgrace to the nineteenth foreman of the Grinnell (Iowa) Inde- hanging in his barn, bound hand and
foot, his skull broken and with other ojeragain,” was the not very soothing
pendent.
pensioners — 19,619— of any of the north, century; the second is that consumer^©
The Saginaw Courier publishesa list evidence of rough usage. Suspicion
western tier of States. Indiana has 14,- beef are entitled to protection from the
of seventy-threecasualties since Nov. 1 pointed to one Ben Cooper, another
An old couple were walking down the
466, Iowa 10,925, Michigan 11,468, Wis- weakened and diseased conditionwhich last, in lumbering and logging, of which colored man, living on the Dew farm, street reading signs, when they ran
and to Dew’s wife, Cooper’s sister. across one which the old man read thusconsin 9,126, Kansas 7,524, Minnesota, such treatment entails. There is a Unit- forty were fatal.
3,952 and Nebraska 287. In the whole ed States law which requires that cattle
An East Saginaw man of means has Their trial was delayed from time to “Johnson’s Shirt Store.” “ Well, 1 detime until the term just closed. The clare 1” exclaimed the old lady, “ I woncountry there are 269,851 persons draw- in transit shall be fed and watered at sent Rev. Theo. Nelson, of that place, a
evidence
produced was all circumstan- der how he tore it 1”
check for $500, with which to assist him
ing pensions, and the money paid to least once every twenty-eight hours
tial and, it seems, was not strong enough
to a trip to Europe.
“ Pa, asked Fogg's hopefuf the other
to warrant a conviction. The case was
them amounts in the aggregate to $29,- (they ought to have water as often
Henry Smalley, formerly editor of conducted with singular zeal and ability evening, “what kind of a comb do they
263,469 annually. This is abou; the sum every ten or twelve hours), but the law the St. Louis Herald, died suddenly of
uae to curry chickens with?” “Coxoq both sides.
of the entire national debt in 1856.
seems to be violated with impunity by apoplexy while takingabathat the SanThe Albion Mirror relates the follow- Fogg%.
itarium, in that place.
the railroads and dealers. The Tribune
ing bird- story : Some four years ago we ing a child when you can.
One and a half millions of whiteJohn Skae, or “Johnny,” as he used thinks the various societiesfor the prebuilt a little birdhouse, fastened it on
fish-fry have been deposited in Little
A Michigan man saved himself from
to be called at champagne suppers, matop of a pole and raised it in our doorvention of cruelty to animals which are Traverse bay, and —
10,000
a watery grave the other day by hanging
— v, b
jrook trout in
yard. The first year the little blue on the ice with his chin. A man posnipulated Sierra Nevada stock so suc- located in the different cities ought to the streams near Petoskey.
birds biok possession of it, and were apcessfully six years ago that he became a
Peter
Coon,
one
of the oldest citizens
sessed of chin enough to hang himself
form a league and appoint competent
parently
very happy in their new home.
by ought to cut a figure in Congress.—
millionaire to whom San Francisco paid agents to keep strict watch over the of Lyons, Ionia county, was found dead
After about ten days a couple of marin his bed at his store. Apoplexy is th
New York Commercial Advertiser.
obeisance. Then he slipped, lost every transportation of live stock with the purtins were seen flying about and lighting
supposed cause of his death.
Little Polly, 5
attends Trinity
dollar, became a vagabond, and last year
pose of compelling the railroads to obThe fine residence of Benj. Drake, of upon the little blue birds’ home, just as Church. On reaching homo, she de^s committed to prison for drunken- serve strictly the verj^lenientrequire- Kalamazoo county, was destroyed by though they had a warranty deed for scribee it to her mother : “ It was ever
that and all similar edifices. The blue
ness. Now he is out again in broadcloth ments of the law, and if possible to se- tire. Loss, $3,800. The furniture and
so much larger than our chapel, and had
birds resented the intrusion and trespass
louseholdgoods were saved.
colored glass in the windows made into
and beaver, and persons say that he re- cure even better care than a strict comand fought the martins away bravely
It is proposed at Detroit to employ
pictures I saw the King, Queen and
cently cleared $250,000 in mining spec- pliance with the law would afford.
and successfully. The martins,however,
Frederick Law Olmstead for three years
knave, but there wasn’t any ace.”
before they finally retired from the conulations.
to improve Belle Isle by the Park ComAn old man with a head as destitute
test, called their brother and sister marProofs of Guiteau’s sanity were shown missioners, at a salary of $7,000.
of hair as a watermelon entered a drug
tins
to
their
assistance,
to
the
number
At Harrisburg, Pa., while a circus in a paper read at the last monthly meetThe Battle Creek Common Council
of ten or fifteen, when the battle raged store and told the clerk he wanted a
was starting on its street parade, one of ing of the New York Medico-Legal ms raised liquor bonds to $6,000, and
earfully for two forenoonsin succession. bottle of hair restorer. “ What kind of
the elephants wandered from the herd, Society by Dr. William A. Hammond. it is claimed that several saloon-keepers It seemed impossiblefor the little blue hair restorer do you prefer?” “I reckon
will have to go out of the business.
1 11 have to take a bottle of red hair reand could not be controlled, and, in his The analysis was prepared in obedience
birds to “hold the fort;” but they did,
A
silver
watch
lost near Coldwater,a and all was quiet for the remainder of storer. That was the color of my hair
excitement, rushed toward the crowd, to a request from District Attorney
year ago, has been found in a plowed the season. The next year the blue when I was a boy.”
which swayed back in much excitement Corkhill, of Washington, expressed field and restored to its owner. When
)irds were on hand promptly, and had
Extract from a young lady’s letter ;
I lady named Wise had a baby carriage
And, do you know, Maud and I are
through ex- Judge John K. Porter. wound up again it started off as good as got nicely to work when they were atin charge with a child in it. and in her “Guiteau appears from evidence,”said new.
tacked by an army of swallows,and in quite sure Capt. Popple had taken too
Liquor bonds at Ionia are $5,000 a the contest, which raged fearfullyfor much champagne at the ball, for beefforts to get out of the crowd found
Dr. Hammond, “ to be a man whose year, and the Mayor and others conseveral days, were ousted, and the swal- took out his watch and looked hard at
lerself and carriage in front of the eleoriginal organization 1ms been bad, nected with the city Government pro- ows came out masters and peacefully the back of it and then muttered:
>hant. With great presence of mind physically, mentally and especially mor- pose that saloon-keepersshall live up to enjoyed the little house for the balance ‘Blesh my shoul ! I had n’t any dea it
the strict letter of the law, it is as- of the season. Last year was only a was this time o’ night.’”
Its. Wise snatched her child from the
ally depraved. His depraved organserted,
repetition of the past two years, only
arriage, and the next instant the front ization has given him a bias or inclina‘ How are you and your wife coming
Livingston county Democrat : Twenty the blue bird8 had to contend with both on
asked a Galveston man of a colof the monster crushed down in the
tion to crooked an perverse ways of life. thousand dollars have been guaranteed the martins and swallows in succession.
ored man. “She’s run me off, boss.”
triage, completely demolishing it.
He has been called a crank, and, from to manufactureT^asdale’sfruit evap- The blue birds triumphed and held the “ What/s the matter ? ” “l is to blame,
orator in Howell, and run a large fruit house till they hod raised two families of
the frequency with which he applies
boss. I gave her a splendidwhite silk
“ Gath,” in one of his letters to the
drying establishmentin connection childlren. This year, after getting fairly dress.
i, and den she got so proud sh
le had
this designationto himself, he seems to therewith.
settled, the little blue birds have had to no use for me. She ’lowed I was too
CincinnatiEnquirer, fromJNew York,
adopt it. If by this term is understood
Muskegon News: Seven years ago contend with a new enemy in the shape dark to match de dress.”— Tearos S'i flreports a conversationbetween him and
one warped and naturally given to potatoes sold for 25 cents per bushel to of a pair of robins, and they are van- ings.
Dr. Montrose Fallen, who was promicrooked,perverseand ill-regulatedways the groceries,and anybody who would quished and nowhere to be seen. The
A gentleman was relating to a friend
nent in the recent great convention of
go to a farmer’s pit and take them out robins now hold the house and bid fair
of life, it suits him ; but it is far from
how a party of young fellows got full at
was
welcome
to
all
he
could
carry
away.
to
do
so
until
next
fall.
)hysiciansin London, from which we
a wedding. He said one of them went
meaning insanity in his case. His men To-day they sell for $1.20, and half the
ake the following : “I asked Dr. Palup stairs just a braiding. The friend
Health
In
michlgan*
tal and moral organizationis a singular- larmers in this vicinity will be obliged
en, among other things, if he thought
Reports to the State Board of Health, said : “ Well, what in the world is braidto purchase tubers for planting.
ly unbalanced and pervertedone. Such
ing ? ’i hat is a new one on me.” The
here was any connection between lager
Frank Wilson is wanted at East Lansing, by fifty-seven observersof dis- man who was telling the story said:
a combination of mental acutenesswith
>eer and Bright’s disease. ‘The man,’
Saginaw for skipping with a horse and eases in differentparts of the State, show “You don’t know what braiding is, eh ?
diabolicalmoral depravity and perverbuggy which he hired at Fred Graves’ causes of sickness during the week end- He was braiding three strands, two
(aid he, * who habituallydrinks beer is
sity is seldom met with. In Guiteau’s ----livery-stable.
Twenty-five
* nuiiuj -uyo uuimia
dollars retrands of legs and one strand of banure to have Bright’s disease. Beer in
ing April 29, 1882, as follows :
case three prominent symptoms belong- ward is offered for the return of the propnisters.” That seemed to be so plain
arge quantities is one of the worst
and $25 more for the apprehension
A'wnlxr and /w
that any man who had ever gone up
ing to insanity are wanting— restlessness, erty,
nf folia
-A . _a
Cent qf Oburpiiings man a can ruin his stomach with,
of the thief. Sorrel horse, white stripe
stairs
drank could readily realiaw tha
sleeplessness and want of appetite. There
*r* by H'hom
in the face, heavy tail, sprung in the
situation. —PecEs Sun.
n Germany, where the students dnnk
Hat h IHmom Wat
was no wildness nor incoherency of lan- knees a little, topside-bar buggy.
Reported.
great deal of beer, their kidneys and
PROPER ENGLISH.
guage, neither was there anything fanA
very
singular
circumstance
hap\umber
Per Cent. O why hall we uy for eatched,ought,
•ladders are always affected.”
Aa grammarian*aome uy wa ought?
tastic in his appearance to attract atten- pened on the farm of Edward Youmans
1 Nauralglt.........
Let ii» eo
43
75
near
Forwell,
Clare
county.
Mr.
YouIntu-mltUntfwr....
How thlnge be
42
tion. He passed for an ordinary vaga
74
RhunuUi
..........
When
thla
kind
of teaching la Unght
^ Washington letter writer recalls
43
mans went to dinner and left his oxen
74
. Dronohitli. ............
bond of the better class and office-seeking
Tha
egg
lan’t
hatched, it la haught ;
M
68
eating
hay
at
some
little
distance
from
lis reminiscence of a fat Senator: The
CjCoDaumptionof luuga ........
Mv breeches aren’t patched, they ara paught
63
dead-beat,and the whole history of the the house, and on returning after din- 6 PueumonU .................. 36
John and Jane an not matched, they ara naught
39
31
lishap to Senator Davis, of Illinois, last
......
My door Iro’t latched. It ia laught
g
37
47
man, as set forth in his own testimony, ner he found both oxen dead— one with 87 Influenza
I'onaliiU* ......
The pie wasn’t matched. It wu anaugbt;
37
reek in the Senate, by the breaking of
47
his
neck
broken
and
the
other
apV DiarrbM .......
The cat never ecratehed,but aha acraugiit
his cool preparationfor the murder, his
36
46
chair on which he dropped for a restRemittent fever
The roof waan’t thatched.It wu tbaught
parently choked to death.
33
44
subsequent efforts for self-protection,
Diphtheria.....
If Engllrh muat thla way be wrought.
17
30
ig spell, reminds a gentleman hereof
The inquest over the remains of John
F.ryeipelae
It
eoon will ha natched -that Ja naught
13
33
his own conception of the plea of insan- Goheen, who disappeared last NovemTvpbo-malarlal fever....".”
13
31
enator Dixon H. Lewis, of Alaoama,
E. H. M., Sumpter, S. 0.: “I am n
Vvhoc
Q-—— — and
— a —whose
---- « '
iooplng-«ough.......
10
18
ity based on the assumption of Divine
from Saginaw,
body was
Scarlet fever ...........
ho was a bigger man even than Senayoung man, a carpenterby trade. I feel
10
18
Meulee ................
inspiration, go far to establisn his san- found some days ago in the river at that
9
16
that I must go to Texas. Please answer.
r Davis. He was so fat that when he
Inflammation ot brain.
•lace,
resulted in a
his
13
-----•• verdict
TCAUivt'that
buai> U1M
ity. The case of Guiteau is, as I regard
Inflammation of bowele
Is it very hot in Texas in summer, and
11
leath was caused by a blow on the head Typhoid fever (enteric)
id down in bed he could not get up
9
what could I make by working at my
it, one of chronic progressions! mora
Cholera
morbue
........
from a club or some other instrument
9
ithout assistance, and so he was accustrade in Austin?” It is quite hot*
Mumps ...............
depravityof a very low form.”
7
breaking his skull, after which his body
Membranous croup .....
>med to fasten a leather strap to the
seldom abve 90 o, however. With r<*
S
was doubtlessthrown into the river.
Dysentery .............
5
gard to what you could make, working
ot of the bed by which he pulled him..............
3
Hugh M. Shatter, a Kalamazoo Small-pox
* An Old Man’s Consolation.
Pharingltls
at your trade, we presume you could
4
Ifup when alone. When he came
county pioneer, and a leading citizen of
Puerperal fever .....
It was a beautiful little rustic pile—
4
make tables and chairs and wheel-bareoro-si
Cerehro-spinal
meningitis...
4
wn the stairs of the hotel to the street the village church— with a lecture-room Galesburg for fifty years, died recently
rows and bed slats and inch things, that
of dropsy. He was of the noted Shafter
e hackmen all fled. He was the big- in the basement. One evening a farmer
is if yon understand your business ; and
family of Vermont Oscar and James
of the neighborhoodwho was driving
won might make amends by leading
ist man that ever sat in the Senate,
by observed the inner
latter apanment
apartment M. Shafter, two eminent lawyers so well
id was a general favorite for his jovial
known in California, were his brothers.
lighted up, and stopped to ask the reason
ture.
why of a young man who stood leaning Oscar, at his death a few years ago, was
escape u tne officers
a, uuvictt miu cmunuu-pox.
Judge of the Supreme Court of Calagainst the gate.
get after you. There is no end to the
For
the
wesk
ending
April
29,
1882,
ifornia.
A “tin-roofbb” thinks that those of
“ What is going on to-night?”
the reports indicatethat cerebro-spiniu number of things you could make in
Ithaca Journal: Mrs. Charles Vroi.trade are the most God-forsaken,
“A convention of the married men of
meningitis, dysentery, bronchitis, erysip- Anstm, beside a good reputation, if you
man, of this village, had a somewhat
the congregation,”was the answer.
elas and pneumonia decreased in area would set your mind on il— Texas
iye- driven folks on the footstool, and
Found out suthin’ agin the minister, singular and painfnl experience. It ap- of prevalence.There was no marked Siftings.
>es not believe that people have any
pears that Mr. V. had set a steel trap
of any disease reported.
. Extreme ef Laziness.
near his hog-pen for the purpose of
•a of their sufferings. In the summer
“You’ve rung the bell the first si ot
At the State Capitol, the prevailing
catching
rats.
A
ferret, kept about the
An Irish nobleman, riding along a
>y kneel down all day on the hot and old man,” returned the informant
winds were northeast; the average temThe farmer mounted his wagon again mill, got caught in this trap and made perature was lower, avenge absolute country road in Ireland, saw a very fat
irning tin, faces almost on a level with
with a thoughtful look in his face, and such a fuss over it that Mrs. V. went to and average relative humidity and the boy dozing by the wayside.
roof, the sun unmercifully pouring
its relief. The ferret, however, seized
“Which is the way to Macroom, my
as he drove off muttered:
average day and night ozone were
her by the thumb with its teeth. The
>on overtaxed spinal columns, and
lad?” asked the nobleman.
“ Arter all, I guess it’s a good thing
less, during week ending April 29,
29, than
cries of Mrs. V. soon brought & B. Fox
“That way,” replied the boy, lazily
rgo fire pots filled with burning char- my Sallie’sdead,"— Brooklyn Eagle,
for the precedingweek.
to her relief, as he resides hard by. He
Includingreports by regular ob- moving the toe of his foot in the direcal on all sides. The heat from the tin
It was a woman — Madame Darnet, shoved his jack-knife down the ferret’s servers and by others, diphtheriawas tion of the place.
a man’s head feel as though lie
Astonished at his extreme laziness,my
the wife of a French surgeon— who dis- throat, but it stubbornly refuted to let reportedpresent during the week endin a kettle of boiling water. When covered at St Grieix the bed of kaolin go its grip. Just then J. J. Matthews
ing April 29, and since, at 20 places, lord dismounted. %
“Boy,” said he, “if you can show me
cold and cruel winter sets in they are which first gave France the material for
scarlet lever
fever at
at «
12 places,
places, measles at
at 11
sttSke«ln^vS2gWfhfn v ?r0CUred 1 •«riei
a lazier act than that I will give yon half
,.,u 1 PP^ th0 ferret s jaws apart, places and small-poxat 8 places as folmost frozen to death by the bitter, the manufacture of real china, hard
a crown.”
porcelain, instead of the tender, porous
filing winds, and have hardly life stuff before mode.
The boy eyed him lazily for a moment
r i
Z
T--v
Madame received no
Rev. Reed Stuabt, pastor of the BatOUgh left to reach the ground m safe- recompense until far advanced in years.
and, turning half over on his aide, he
waygo county, April 26; in
. Of all the skilledlaborers concerned 1
when she became the victim of tle Creek Presbyterian Church, is not township, Newaygo county, April 28; muttered*
quite stiff enough in his orthodoxy to
“Put it in my pocket, sorr.”
at Detroit and Fmit, April 29; lit Manishousebuilding, thfeyare the poorest £of6rty * scanty pension was allowed
suit some of the veteran saints who have tee,
Hs got his half erown.
April
30;
at
Grand
Rapids
(one
id, for on an average the most skillful
sat under hia ministrations, and therenew case), May 4; and it is unofficially
fore the brethren and sisters gathered reported there are, on May 4, two new
•f ^I]P0BHU num agreed (ogive his
m9ke,
,h“
7uk
wife |25 every time he got drank, and
together recently and talked the thing cases of small-pox at Menominee.
fee year round. The only time the | higher than his knee ; otherwise you
the only way she raked in his ducats
over with him. The clerk of the church
Hknby B. Baud, Secretary.
ts refer to roofers is when one might be standing in his light.
w^rmixing
brandy, gin, and whisky
wrote down some of the things said, and
Lahs»o, May 8, 1882.
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HOLLAND CIT7 NEWS.
WILLIAM

H.

ROGERS, Editor.

Tub new and charminglybeautiful
well as wonderfully

cheap

as

edition of

Saidkday, May 13. 1882.

Kremers & Bangs,

litas!

"Green’sLarger History of the English
is being published by The
Knowledge Publishing Co., New
York, is most deservedlyfinding a place

People” which

Useful

tbatEmpenor William was in thousandsof home libraries.'No hisshocked by the assassination of tory it better worthy of a place in even
Lord Cavendish as by that of Czar; for, the smallest library, and, though formerly

> It
as

is strange

much

to begin with, the Czar was the Emperor’s publishedby the Harper’s at $10, it

nephew.

PAINTS, OILS, ETC.

is

now easily within the reach of any one,

Having purchased the

the prices varying in the several forms,

Thk Supreme

court of the United States

from 65 cts. in one volume, octavo, Utility
denied the petition for a writ of habeas
binding, to $2.35 in 5vols. Elzevir edition,
corpus in Sergt. Mason’s case. The court
half Russia binding. It also forms a part
decided the court-martial bad full jurisdicof the first volume of the Cyclopedia of
tion to try Mason for the offense charged ;
History which is shortly to appear.
that its proceedings were all within
These editions are for sale by H. D. Post,
Its proper jurisdiction,and the sentence
Holland, ‘Mich.

pronounced was not

power.

in excess of its

tie exploration, and appropriating $50,000

and $100,000 more

for a vessel

with Master Lucien

for her out-

Young

£pMtol

by Mr.

Calkins of Indiana, ordering another Ar-

fit.

com-

as the

All kinds

of

goticc'j.

Job Work done

in the

Holland and English languages at the

News

Office.

—

—

-«•»•

-------

mander; is singularly out of place

at this
Just received a full stock of Lace,
time. The tidings have only just come of Black and Colored Buntings at the store
the discovery of the dead bodies of De
G. VAN PUTTEN & SONS.

of

Long and his men, the latest victims of
Artie exploration; and surely such an occasion

not the

is

one

proposinganother

for

expedition. Were the case one of

relief

UTERINE CATII0LIC0N,

been put

Ladies

to search after the survivors of the

summer

from 50 cents

by

MEEKTQS.

T~>,

Dr.

Schouten’s DRY

SPECIFIC

FAMILY

BERTSCH.

D.

No

I

digging, no backache, no horse-

power, but simply a small quantity of

intendent of public instructionin this
State, died at the

home

of his daughter at

Medford, Mass., on Thursday, April

6,

1883, aged 85 years. His remains were
brought to Marshall, Mich., for burial in
the

cemetery of that place, and

city

at

memorial exercises held in that city, on
April 18lh, under the auspices of the
Board of Education,the Public Schools
and the pioneer friends of the deceased,
resolutions were unanimouslyadopted,
staling that the services of the deceased

demanded more

than passing recognition

at the bands of the people of

will back us in our assertion. We will

proven
contract to clean'your stump patch in 'a by numerous testimonials, nnd hundreds
besides who have used it, that it is exvery short time.
actly what is claimed for it. If you or
For particularscall on the new hard- your children are troubled with diorrhcea,
one or two doses will convince you as to
ware
R. RANTERS & SONS.
the merits of the preparation.In comMoirk Antique in Colors and plain and plaints of children it has no equal. It
being a Tonic for the bowels* cures all
striped Morie Antique silks and a full line
these miserable complaints,when not of
of ladies fancy dress goods at
too old standing, with a few doses. It
does not only check the Diurrhcea,but
G. VAN PUTTEN & SONS.
after being stopped,it moves the bowels

dation.

It is

enough

to say, as is

firm

Board
NOTICE

is

-

naturally again.

Review.

of

hereby given

Board

that the

of Review of the city o( Hollond will
meet at the

Common

this State;

Monday

said city, on

Council Rooms,

in

ANTI-BILIOUS and EXPECTORANT
PILLS. These Pills are rapidly taking
the place of all others. They are composed of the most valuable tonic, altera-

tive and cathartic properties known, and,
monument should be erected to bis
1882, and continue in session four succes- acting directly upon the liver, stomach
memory; that the teachers and pupils in
sive days, for the purpose of reviewing the and bowels, effectually purity the blood.
the Public Schools of the State and all
Their action is mild, yet always cleansing,
annual assessmentroll, and any person
other interestedpersons, be requested to
but never griping or painful. If you use
desiring so to do may then and there ex- them once, you will always prefer them
contribute to a fund for this purpose.

being an "educational city” we

hope

that

above

Dated, Holland, April 26, 1882.

our teachers, pupils and the friends of ed-

ucation in our midst, will substantially

Gentlemen looking for the new styles
recognize the claims the memory of the In Hats, Straw or Felt, will find the same
late Rev. Dr. Pierce has on all who have
D. BERTSCH.
and

_

at

are, enjoying the privileges of the

The

“Michigan school system.”
Contributionsshould be sent through
the hands of the Secretaryof the County

Board

of

Hubbard, Treasurer of Monument fund,
Marshall, Mich.

lull line of gents furnishing

G.

VAN PUTTEN & SONS.

just

opened, Ladies wishing to buy

well to inspect our stock before

sectionof the Qrand

Republic,

Army

_

of the

whose headquartersis at

Hart,

to permit the controversy between itself

and Congressman Hubbell to go by default. The story of the war is

briefly

this: The G. A. R. urged the appointment
its

members,

as post-master at

a crippled soldier,

Hart. Hubbell not only

declined but characterizedthe petition as

“Democratic dictation.”The G. A. R.
asked for

as

to show

that they embraced 90 per cent, of
persons of

all

parties

who

all

do

purchasing

D.

BERTSCH.

all bids.

By order

of the

Common

GEO.

We

have the

Damack

received their and

Council.
H. SIPP, City Clerk.

finest line

AROMATIC SPIRITS. This

was “Democratic

dictation,’’

and adds
Hart),

now

another open letter, raising a direct issue

keep a« complete as possi
hie embracing all the latestand best made fabrics

FARMERS’ PRODUCE TAKEN IN
EXCHANGE.
C.

Hollamd, Oct. 12th,

STEKETEE A

1880.

Come and

see

BOS.
86-ly

our

PARLOR SUITS,
LOUNGES,
EASY CHAIRS,

BUREAUS,
BEDROOM
And

SETS,

hoarseness, and is highly recomendcd for
public speakers.

DR. SCHOUTEN’S COUGH BALSAM.
This is a valuable combination of expec
loranta and compounded in such a manner
that old and young pronounce it palatable,
lu severe cases it is recommendedto take
a few of Dr. Bchouten’s ExpectorantPills,

For Sale by all Druggists.

Which we

FROM

Omcc

at Rkkd Crrr, Mich.
April

28.

1882.

sell cheaper for

Cash than

of

down

country. If the citizens
any place recommend a crippled solin this

dier for an office, no true patriot will in-

Michigan.—

tries that

on the people of

ATf. Pleasant Timet.

PUTTEN & SONS.
SPRING A SUMMER

DRY GOODS

ory, Spermatorrh®a, Impotency,Involuntary

DRES8 GOODS,

CASHMERES,
DELAINES,
GINGHAMS,
CALICOES,

TABLE LINEN,

ATTENTION

GENTS' FURNISHING GOODS.

DUTCHESS OVERALLS,
A

Ward Grocery House

FLOUR AND FEED.

Woodsmen.
We

will

buy

all

G.

Van Putten A Sons.

Hollaxd. March 94th, 1889.

The Electro-Meg-

the Stave and Heading
deliver the year

netio Battery l» » newly discoveredremedy for
female diseasesof every
kind and nature, and has
proved Itself in hnndreds
of cases from yonth to old
age. to be woman's greatest benefactor.It cures
Headaches,Nervous Prostration,General Debility,

cun make and

round, viz:
Oak Slave Bolts, 30 inches long.
vVhite Ash Stave Bolts, 80 inches long.
Slave Bolts, 88 inches long.

aleoplessr.ers.
Indigestion
Pains in the Back, Chest,
side or any portion of the
body. Palpitatlin of the
j H e a r t ,
Bearing-down

Bupt.

Palds, Leuchorrhea, Irregular and Painful PerKlods, Ovarian Diseases,!n-

J

flamtnatlons, Ulcerations,
d all female weakness. To the sickly,sallowmplexloned and debilitated U gives strength
d vivacity,clear and healthy skin, brings bloom

XheM

Young Men and Women will not otly save monBatteries are manufartured In two
ey bnt valuable time In the future by attending the slaw,— Low-power $8. and Hlgh-power. $5. by mall
Grand Raplda Business College, where they will pus lace free. Pamphlet sent free to every lady
receives Thorough, Quickening, Practical educa- applicant.Address XAOHJTIO K1DICIHI CO., ,
8-1
No. 4 Mechanics’Block, Detroit,Mich.
tion. Send for College Journal.

y

1882. SPRING AND SUMMER. 1882.
Q

thing that pertains to a first-class

GRAY’S SPECIFIC MEDICINE.
TRADK MARK The Orest En-TRADE

§

GROCERY

Store

Kid Gloves, Fans, Beads,

torrhea, Impotency, and all
Diseases thatfol-

lowasasequence
of Self Abuse; as

___

_

*«0»ITUIII.te{s?i*u?^Aftar diking.

dressing THE GRAY MEDICINE GO.
No. 106 Main Street, Bnflfclo, N. Y.
For Sale in HollandbyUeber Walsh. 58-ly

Line of

Full

Fresh Groceries

Farmers and

AS. KONING,

Jimo. 1862,

<£c.

Hats and Caps,

VTOTICE

glish Remedy,
an anratlinscure
for seminal weak
'ness, Sperma-

J

NOTIONS,

A Core Guaranteed.
Dr. E. C. West’s Nerve and Brain Treatment:a
speciflcfor Hysteria, Dlxziness, Convulsions,Nervous Headache,Mental Depression,Loss of Mem-

f

tude, Pstn in the Back, Dimnesa of Vision, Prequire into his politics. They did not do mature Old Age, and many other Diseases that
lead to Insanityor Conanmptionand a Premait when they enlisted; they were silent ture Grave.
fVPull particular!in our pamphlet, which we
about their politicswhen in the midst of
desire to send free by mall to every one. The
bullets,shot and shell; and it is a bad time SpecificMedicinela sold hr all drag} Ut at ft per
package,or six packages for t5. or will he sent
to do it now, and Mr. Hubbell misses his free by mail on receipt of tnc money, by ad-

count when he

RECEIVED

CO.

Nervous Debility:

I

lS-5w EDWARD

go

JUST

formation apply to Fixter’s Stave Factory.
Land

First

cry of “Democratic dictation”will not

mature grave.
Seud for circular with testimonials free by
mall. The Invigorator Is sold at S' per box, or six
boxes for $5, bv a, I drngelsts.or will be sent free
by mall, securely sealed,on receiptof price, by addressing
F. J. CHENEY 4 CO., Druggist,
187 Summit St., Toledo, Ohio.
Schouten4 SchcpersSole Agents for Holland.

Black Ash Stave Bolls, 33 inches long.
Black Ash Heading Bolls 38 Inches long.
Basswood Heading Bolts, 38 inches long.
Pine Heading Bolts, 20 Inches long.
For making contractsor further in-

A

might help him to a vote, but for

which positively and pcrmantlycures Impotency
(caused by excesses of any kind.) Seminal Weakness, and all diseases that follow as a sequenceof
Self-Abuse, as loss of energy, loss of memory, universal lassitude,palp In the back, dimness of vision, prematureold age, and many other diseases
(hat lead to Insanity or consumption and a pre-

at the Store of

12-2m MEYER, BROUWER &

Elm

Notice for Publication.

How

it

ROBBED

FURNITUREg.VAN

Bolls you

retiring.

VAN PUTTEN & SONS.

th« 15th day

the reason that his sympathies were
with them, and it was a question of
duty. Let us tell Mr. Hubbell that his

victims, lives
prolonged, happiness
and health restored
by the use of the great
of their

all kinds of

iv

becaiM

Thousands of graves
are annually robbed

German Invigorator
& Glassware.

Crockery, Stone

Candy. The formula
on the box. See Pharmacopeia Neerlandica.—TUh is a excellent remedy for

Is hereby given that the following
named settler has filed notice of his intenof veracity with Mr. Hubbell on his astion to make final proof in support of his claim
The underaignodderirea to call the attention of
sertion, based on Mr. Rutherford’sflat and final entry thereof,and that said proof will
bo made before the Clerk of the Circuit Coart of the people of Holland and vicinityto the fact that
denial, and again demanding a return of Ottawa County. Michigan,at the county seat, on he baa purchasedthe
of
via:
their petition. Mr. Hubbell Is again enMyron H. Howell, homestead entry No. 6961 for the
titled to the floor.— Dtffroif Evening Newt. 8. * ofS.E. >4, Sec. 6, T. 5 N. It. 15 W. and
names the following witnesses to prove his condifferent has been Mr. Ferry’s ac- tinnous residence upon and cnltivatiou of aald
tion toward crippled soldiers.
call tract, viz: Otto Van Dyke, of Holland, P. O., and
Gerrlt Van Dvke. of Holland, P. O., and Benn Van
from them for help; the information that Dyke, of Holland, P. O.. and Henry J. Ten Hare,
COR. EIGHT 4 FISH STREETS,
of Holland, P, O.
a widow or mother was needing a pension
STEVENSON,Register.
and ia preparedto serve the public with every
justly due; has always obtained his im-

mediate and personal attention. Not

weakness,spermator-

STORE

Which we Intend to

is

^drertigements.

comes out with

DISEASES,

cures

diseases
resulting from seminal

DRY GOODS

are craved for like

that the G. A. R. was “going for his hog

fat.” The G. A. R.

C3«

by

that while at Grand Rapids he was told by

a Democrat, (Mr. Rutherford of

in the treatmentof
all secularand

BALSAM LOCATELLI

patltion,but he repeated his assertionthat
it

PMaQ

Success!
Who has been engaged

AND~—

Emissions.PrematureOld Age, caused by over-exertion, self-abuse,or over-indulgence, which leads
to misery, decay ana death. One box will cure recent cases. Each box contains one month’s treat(Spijker Bal- ment. One dollar a box. six boxes for five dollars;
sam.) This Balsam Is a wonderfulhealer, sent
mall prepaid on receipt of price.
and works like a charm in all kinds of We guarantee six boxes to cure any case. With
each order received by us for six boxes, acomwounds, cuts, bruises and burns.
panied with live dollars, we will send the purchaser our written siuaranteeto return the money
great and If the treatment does not effect a cure. Guaranwell-known specific remedy— Ipecac— for tees issued only when the treatment Is ordered
croup, coughs and colds, influenza, etc., direct from us. Address JOHN O. WEST 4 CO.,
Sole Proprietors.181 4 188 W. Madison St.. Chlcais the main feature of these Troches, and
go, 111. Sold by D. R. Meengs, Holland, Mlch.88-1y
preparedin such a nice manner that they

^
G.

D

Doctor.

distilled

liquid is a remedy for all kinds of pain, in
young and old, and is an instantrestorative
for disorderedstomachs after a debauch.
It is taken from the Belgian Pharmacopcea,
The formula can be found on the bottles.

City. Come

see.

most

He

any other house

These

Bitters are an excellent Tonic and Appetizer,
and are very popular with those who are
acquaintedwith their virtues.

of Woolen and at night before

table covers in this

mail at Hart. Hubbell did not return the

'

IPECAC TROCHES. The

Clerk’s Office, City of Holland, )
May 3rd, 1882. f
Bids will be received, until May 17,
1882, for the hauling of material nnd all
team work, for the ensuing year, for the
City of Holland. Bids to state the price
per day and per load. The Common
Council reserves the right to reject any and

a return of the petition that the

names might be published, ho

will

Notice.

Oceana county, does not apparently intend

of one of

goods at

A complete line of parasols, nil grades,

elsewhere.

That

felt hats—

Oscar Wilde included— silk wipes and a

Examiners, Rev. Jas. F. Zwemer,

Spring Lake, Mich., or to Mr. Deville

and

latest styles ot straw

all others.

“OLD ABE” BITTERS.

Gko. H. Sipp, City Clerk.

TOWNS,

STEKETEE &B0S,

the 15th day of May,

amine his assessment.

April 19th. , 11-ly

DR. W.

Prop'i, Buffa’o, N.Y.

GOODS

that a

Inasmuch as we bear the reputationof

Holland, Mich.,

,

Mr. Calkins to be entertainedfor one
our “Herculus Powder” connected with
moment.
DR. SCHOUTEN’S COMPOUND
about two feet of fuse and one match and
SYRUP OF . RHUBARB, is too well
Rrv. John D. Pierce, “father of the out comes Mr. stump. Hon. M. D. Howard known to the public to need any recommenfirst super-

KEMERS & BANOS.

rhea, impotency and all neivous despondingand
distressingsymptoms arisingfrom tbeie disorders,
and all complicatedprivate diseases.
Pain In back, left side or breast,frightful dreams,
palpitation of the heart, rush of blood to the
head, eruptions, pimples, memory Impaired,low
spirited,discouraged;resulting in consumption,
heart disease, core, or St. Vilas dance, debility,
Insanity and death. Rev. Adam Clark, the distinguished MethodistDivin.says: ’’It Is one of the
on the corner of River & Ninth Sts.
mast destructive evils ever practicedby fallen
Can now be found, not alone a complete Block men." Its victims of both sexes are flllingour
of Groceries,— always of the Freshestand Purest, insane asylums yearly.
All lettersfor consultation, strlctlv confidential,
but also all kinds of Farmers Produce, Provisloiis,
[with stamp]. Address. DR. W. TOWNS, Fon du
Etc., Etc.
Lac, WIs. Lock box 292
Please mention this paper when applying to
Alioa very large and assorted stock of
the
4-ly.

C.

to $3.

the

Compounded.

fully

GROCERY
—

we

Physicians Prescriptions care-

NEW

N THE

Co.,

the best known and

KlUjHNACO,

FOSTER,

&

is

patronage of this public.

A count of Burdock Blood Bitlm will utlifV the
most ikeptlcalthat It la the Greatest Blood Purifier on
earth. Sold by medicine dealer!every- here.
Direction! In eleven language*.Pkice, fr^o.

—

Out! Stumps!

independently of the losses of gallant

Michigan school. system,”and

Crabs,
Blotches, Boils, Tamers, Tetter, Humors, Salt Rheum,
Scald Head, Sores, Mercurial
Diseases, Female Weakness
and Irregularities, Dizziness,
Loss ot Appetite, Juandice,
Affections ot the Liver, Indigestion, Bilioxisness, Dyspepsia and general Debility,

FOR SALE BY ALL DRUGGISTS.

skirts ranging in price

12-tf.

Rodgers,

men, for the propositionof

harmony with the Fe-

Price f 1.50 per bottls. Be sure and ask for
r. Marchisi’sUterine Cathollcon. Take no othen
Dr.

and have rethem. A full line of

ceived a full line of

the Jeannette, and in flttingoutthe Corwin

art in

male system at all times, and abo Immediately
upon the abdominaland uterine muscles, and restore them to a healthy nnd strong condition.
Dr. Marchisi’sUterine Cathollcon will cure falling of the womb, Lucorrhoea,Chronic Inflammation and Ulceration of the Womb, Incidents)
Hemorrhage or Flooding, Painful, Suppressed
nnd Irregular Menstruation, Kidney Complaint,
and is especiallyadaptedto the Change of Life.
Send for pamphlet free. All letters of inquiry
freely answered. Address as above.

Pimples and Face

and examine. I have lately taken the

are beyond help. *The country has already

and expense enough

MARCHISF8

Just received, a large assortment of

before been kept in this City,

In fitting out the Rodgers to search after

_

Spring Dress Goods. Ladies please call

the Jeannettewho are not already rescued

officers' and

Discoverer of DR.

For Sale

for those in peril, a different question agency for the celebrated Jamestown
would be involved;but those survivors of Worsted Dress Goods, which have never

to trouble

UTICA. N.Y.,

E. Ann

T.

endeavor to merit, by fair treatment

and honest competition,a share of

Cures Scrotal*, Erysipelas,

DR. J. B. MARCHI8ly

Thlsremedy will

Monday

bill introduced last

will

A POSITIVE CORE TOR FEMALE 00 MPLAIBTS.

—
Thk

"good will” of

entire stock and

Butter & Eggs always
on hand.

Bonnets, Dress and Hair Ornaments,Worsted, Canvas,
Cardboard, Cord and Tassels, Rushes, Collars, Mantelets, Infants Cloaks, Veiling, Silks, Moire Antique and Plain Velvets, Crape, Laces, Flowers,
Feathers, nod a full assortmentof (he latest styles of Hats sod
Bonnets Ribbons Moire Antique, plain and fancy.

GIVE ME A CALL.
Don't forget the place No. 199, Eighth

atreet,

cor. Fish.
F.

Hollamd, Mich., April 21,

DEN UYL.

1882.

12-ly.

I.

&

S.

VAN

eighth: street

DM

BERGE,
M D

HCOLTLi

A.

>-

•

*

;?*!^- l

-

-.

t.1^

_

"^?5P

,

fY-g?

Peach

JOTTINGS.

trees are iu full

Mb. A.

Panels, of

Grand

>wn visiting friends and

We

blossom.
Rapids, is iu

relatives.

have had plenty of

The

^.{BOflT- & KRAMER,
-

proprietors of the City Hotel expect

Monday.

new omnibus next

their

rain of late

Dealers

P. Boot, of the firm. Boot &' A heavy fire in Racine, Wis., last FriKramer, received a perinadetit boarder j day caused a loss of about $750,000worth
Jjtst Monday— it wa* a hoy; J
J of property.

‘

evrrai. large fish, ranging in weight

We

Groceries

in

•

Dry Goods

:

dresses, and the pastures are iu excellent

1

Note Heads, Letter

Bill Heads,

condition.

Nxws

office.

to

A team drawl ug u load of hay started
1/ Jons Van der Slui, and His,
run lost Tuesday afternoon, with the

Rev. F. C. Coolhaugh,of Grand

evident intention of making a raid on the

Rapids, delivered an address on “Mission-

bsnk; but one of the friendly sentinels— a

work among the Indians of British North

hitching post— stopped them in time

America,”

Frank
at the

Grace church, last evening. •ave the life of

in

H. Carr, night train dispatcher

Chicago

&

West Michigan depot,

has returned to bis post of duty, after a

among his

short visit

friends in southern

Indiana.

Mr.

the driver, Mr.

Geo.
it

a,

new paper

issued at Allegan. E. C. Reid, late of the

Allegan Journal^ the editor and publisher.
paper looks neat and tasty, and has a

L. T. Ranters and wife started
for

Orleans, La., Friday, tMay 5th;

and by the advice of his physiciansremained until last Thursday eveuing, when
he left for Chicago. He is expected

Mrs.

N Butte/ .find
eveninc.

Van der Sloop were uniled in Ibe holy
bonds of
of matrimony last Tuesday evenioc, j
at the residence of the bride’s father, Jf
yJ39 North Prospect street — G. R.

DcrTilb

the county. This year there are 11,077
children, which makes the allowance for

The

beautiful new song, “ ’Tis

no one

H. Boone and Mrs. F. J. Schouten,

Noiah.” Is by the author
“Somebody’s
Coming when the Dew
At a meeting of the Fire Department, City, III., where they attended Wednesday
Drops
Fall.”
The
concert singers and
held last Thursday evening, Mr. R. E. evening last, the marriage ceremony and
musical pro ession generallyhave already
Werkman, as Chief, and Mr. J. Hummel,
receptionof their brother, Rev. A. A.
recognized its peculiar daiutiness and
as Ass’t Chief, were recommendedto the
PfansUehl, formerly of this city. The
exquisite sentiment. Send for a copy of
Council for appointment,to fill the offices
bride was Miss Julia Barnes, of Prairie
this sweet snug. Price 40 cents. 8.
the coming year.
City.
Brainand’s Sons, Publishers, Cleveland,
Messrs. Werkman & Van Ark, the
We are informed the change of time on O., and Chicago,111.

to their mill of which we made mention a

few weeks ago. This is what we like
see—

it

is substantial

perl,yMr.

_

_

Eauters and

R.

_

but me, sweet

ammgraents

J

when

1st,

Lord

the

Frederick Cavendish, the

/

/

the

men

in

the employ of the bloody deed has excited great indignation

stop to

C. H. Harmon, the

popular

bis

new

building, opposite the store of

Mr. E. J. Harringtoo,the

\next week.

Mr.

first part

Harmon is a

and America, and

conceded that the foul

take pleasure In mentioningthe fac

barber of the First Ward, will occupy

I
\

Union issued a

all

it

this

Bummer. This

is

^

patronage.

the public

ducted himself in

that quiet, modest

by the Gladstooegovernmentfor Ireland.

Religious services for to-morrow:
Hope Church— Rev. D. Van

Morning, “The Rest
The advance posters of the “Lee and Evening, “Not Seen,
Rix Combination” are out. Through Loved.”

company is having

Pelt, Pastor.

hot."

a verdict of “guilty.”

1/

the purpose of feeding the boiler and pro-

yet

Known

and

First Ref. Church— Services at 9:30

pump was

Duty.”

Common

the last session of the

Council, absolution was adopted Instructing the Marshal to notify all parties

terprising engineer

put iu by

Real Estate Transfers in Ottawa
County.

Huntley Is becoming quite popular as an For the week ending April

22,

This list includes only such as seem to

had obstructed the streets with garbage, and deserves the patronage of all our mill
and anything that was offeoslvleto the and factory owners.
view or interfered with the good order
Among the improvements in the Town-

be bom fide Bales, quit claims, where the
consideration is very small, not given.

;

of our streets, to

remove

in thirty days from notice. This

move aud

it

is

with-

good

a

is for the beoefitof the citizens

of this city as a

whole. Of

late years pen-

pie have got into the habit of emptying
their sand that has

come from excavations

made

and other purposesinto

the

for building

street

and in many places this habit has

;

changed the grade as

materialy

originally

established.This, of course, ought

to he

stopped and the people ought to bear out
the mandates of the Council with patriotic
spirit

As near

as

we can learn from reliable

fruitgrowersin this locality,our peach
crop, althongh badly injured, Is not as
bad

as h&s

been represented outside. The

Early Crawfords are nearly
several other early

have suffered to

all killed, and

and tender varieties

s considerable extent,

on the whole there Is

bat

s fair prospect for

•

crop in this immediate
vicinity.Hon. T. T. Lyon, of South
Haven, Mich., President of the State

good average

.

ship of Holland that are at present being

made,

is the finishingof the road that

was

recently opened through to North Hol-

land. The contract for deepening and
widening the ditches was awarded

tW,

Mr.

B. Van den Brink and Mr. H. Dexkerjfor

Plaggermans.To-day
the bridge across Black river, will be
grading, to Mr. H.

raised and put in condition for travel. It

is expected that the road will he completed abcyit the first of

June. This im

1 la a poiltlreand eflectoalremedy for all Nerrone Dleeaaee In every atage of life— yonng or old,
male or female. Such aa Impotency,Prostration,
Iona of Strength, low of Vitality, Defective Memory, Impaired Brain Power, and dlaeasea from
which an nnnainral wante of life apringa, all o
which cannot fall to undermine the whole
mole ayatem
ayatf
Every organ la weakened, every power proatrated,
and many lorma of diaeaae are generatedwhich,
if not checked, pave the nay to an eanv death. It
reiiivenateaage and reinvlgoripea youth.
Each packagecontainsaofflclentfor two weeks
treatment. Write for pamphlet, which will be
sent free, with fall particulars.
Hold by al Druggists at SO centa a package,or
twolv packageslor $5.00. Will be sent free by
mall on receipt of money, by addressing
WEBB'S ECLECTRIC MEDICINE CO.,
A Cure
Buffalo,N.Y.
Bold In Holland by D. R.
52-1 y
1

Meengs.

GREAT REDUCTION
IN PRICES

INiTHE

J.

ALBERS,

8th Street,

_

$100.
Wm. H. Hull and wife to David Poole, part § w
sec. 83, Polkton. $100.
Wm. H. McDonald and wife to WilliamSherman,
lot 13—16 blk 3 Hocmer Sc Earl's add. Cooperavllle. $700.
Fanuv Jonea to Henry D. Jonea, 28r100 ft. Iu aec.
15. Olive. $100.
Thomaa H. BTgn'all and wife to Richard Kolherc.
w w
n w u; sec. 11. Grand H*ven. $500.
Jan hilander to Geertle Eilander, u w n W n e
aec. 7. Hollandcity. $000.
Oscar W. Whitney and wife to Gerrit Van Zoeren,
* w * ti e * *c. 10, Jamestown.$1,800.

____

respectfully invite the

if uni-

fair treat-

we will be entitled

to our share of the trade.

Respectfully,

EAUTERS

E.

•

A SODS.

MEENGS

Miss M.

has opened a

MILLINERY STORE
no River Street, next to the drug store
D. R. Meengs, where abe la prepared
to furnish the public with all the lateat

Bonnets

and wishe* to announce to the Ladlea
of Holland and vicinity,that the la able
to suit the most fastidioustastes with Um
latest styles of

$4, are

Give her a call and

now for sale at $3. The entire slock on
hand will he sold at that rate. Plated

Oct.

’

1881.

15.

see

for Yourself.

Holland, Mich.,

April SO, 1882.

87-ly

PHCBSSTIX
nsTEw stock:
Planing Mill
OP-

BOOTS A SHOES
Just received

at

E.

HEROLD,

In

rebuildingour new shop we have purchase
entirely new

Machineryof
And we are

the mott

Approved Pattemt,

we can
want

confident

who

satisfy all

e

WE HAVE

areeand elegant stock of FINE Ladles and
Gentleman'sShoes, Gaiters and 81 ppers,

K

CALL AND SEE
B.

Holland, Mich., Sept

US.
HEROLD.

AND TUI

Or anytblngln our line manufactured on abort
notice.

Otto Breyman

WERKMAN

R i n. uim

-Dealer In-

"

__

_

VAN ARK.

i

of L. T.

ON

ivimi

j

Kanters.

An entire new stock of

FANCY GOODS,
CIGARS

Jewelry, Welches,
Silnmn, PltWnn, ui Fuej

I will

$200.

A

DON’T FAIL TO CALL

At the old place

Henry D. Jonea and wife to WilliamD. Pierce and
.......
i. part a w )4 n e M
>ee. 15, Olive. _$800.
____
Gerrit Van den Berg and wife to John Koeter,
• H lot 2 blk 6. Halre To! ford A Hancock add.

STEAM

KILIsT

DZR/TT

38-1?

1,1880.

$2,700.

useful, Horace Greeley Chatfleld and wife to William D.
Pierce 5* scree Id w # n w * aec. 15, Olive.

A

DRYING OF LUMBER WU SHALL
MAKE A SPECIALTY.
DOORS, SASH AND BLINDS,

-:o

James Gleadcll and wife to Hendrik Jan Berkel,
e frl * e frl n w 54 fri aec. 18, Allendale.

Vm

Planing, Matching,
Re-Sawing Done.

TOBACCOS.

and

Complete and well selected atock of
Photo, and Autograph

Stoit

As cheap as the cheapest.
Holland, MJch., Feb.

9,

1882.

SPECTACLES
a—

CARPETS
New Stock of

Extra Super,

—and

FUUj LINE OF GOLD PENS.

__

__

l-1y

Brussels,

aleo keep on band a fall line of

the

_

We

TRIMMINGS, ETC.

V

largely attended. The

Lady Palmerston, and were numerous and some very elegant

____

to our line of trade.

HOLLAND, MICH.

Spring Lake. $50.
-----MiMcClain and wife to Wm. H. Davenport,
Come and examine our stock. No
more such pleasant evenings. The bridal Aaron
n w J4 a w 14 sec. 83, Cheater. 40 acre*. $4,500.
trouble to show Goods.
common aorta so far as I have examined couple leave Monday for a trip to Chicago James Sawyer and wife to Charles Bock, all of blka
O. BREYMAN.
A A B, Hawyer’s add to CooperaviUe, except lot
have plenty left for a fair crop.”
and Milwaukee.
3 in blk A. $700.
Holland. Mich , Jan. 1. 1881. 48-ly

,

things pertaining

all

JEWELRY STORE flats and

w

Coolldge’sFavorite;three-fourths killed ones were among the number. All who
'—Lord Palmerston; mostly dead— Rich- Were present enjoyed the affair and demond apd George the Fourth; nearly all parted wishing the bride and groom many

of

the

style of

warrantep

dead— Early Crawfords.'Most

times” in

up to

of

•

Rivera, Thnrber,

farm and mechanical use and

Guaranteed.

I have engaged the Mrvlcei of Mr. N.
the marriage on Thursday evening last of Nlckolans Baner and wife to Charles Ladewlg
H. Reynolds, of Chicago, an expert
part n w K •
aec u_______
7, Georgetown. $200.
Haven tJentint'.with the following report, Mr. James Moerdyk, one of Zeeland’s Ell Weaver and wife to Cornelia
Cornelia^ Zyutra, e K a w M
mechanic, who will do the repairingof
Msec. 26, Jameatown
which he made after
personal ex- young merchants,to Miss Minnie De
watches, so that our work can be warHenry Pelgrim and wife
fe to An Boildewyn, a e K
ranted.
n e M aec. 20, Olive. $950.
amination:. “sound— Early JUfred, Dr. Vries. Rev. P. Moerdyk, of Grand
Halbe Dowraa and wife to Jan de Vries, w W n e M
Hogg, Amsden’s June, Alexander, Early Rapids, officiated.The reception given
a w M aec. 27, Olive. $1,000.
All the Goods are
Beatrice, Honest John, Early Louisa; at the residenceof the bride’s parents, FranklTn B. Wallin and wife to Roelof Glaa, n w k
n w K sec 82, Olive. $300.
to be just as represented.
meetly sound— Snow, Hale’s Early, and Mr. & Mrs. B. J. De Vriee, of Holland William Frik and wife to Jacob Talen. part of

and

every thing new for kitchen,

confidence,

Kammeraadand wife to Berend Earnmeraad, n* ntf ctf aw* §ec. 13, Holland.

Horticultural Society, famishes the Soath

wm

will add to our stock

WEBB’S ECLECTRIC MEDICINE.

ZEELAND ITEMS.

Snow’s Orange; one-fourth klllqd— Troth’s township,

family,

of the

ment, will do anything to gain

Adrianna

Mary Grovei to does Jackson, 8x13 rods (4 rods
proveraent of roads should not stop here,
e of n e cor lot 6 blk c) village Ottawa. $45.
Jooat Kock to Hendrlkua J. Perdock. n W lot 10
but should be continued so that every blk 11 Boltwoodsadd. Grand Haven. $200.
avenue leading into the city lain first-class John Anaaleker and wife to Charles Knlckebocker,
a u K n w # Bee, 10. Holland. $400.
conditioo.
Charles Knlckebackcr and wife to Augusta
Anaaleker, a e X n w X aec. 10, Holland. Vw.
John Auaatoker and wife to John Hchroeder,n v
n w 14 sec. 27, Olive. 1450.
David B. Conger and wife to Charles E. Conger,
lot 4 blk 3 Cutler A Hhelden'a add. Orand Haven.
Miss Kate Visser, of Kalamazoo,is $1,000.
iiTi
Eliza Thlbout io Pieter Bareman, lot 16 blk 48,
ieiting friends here.
Holland. $450.
John Anasleker and wife to Hiram J. Davts, a w
Rev. Wm. Moerdyk, of Milwaukee, is X sec. 22, Olive. $100.
Pieter Poorabos and wifls to Jacob Molegraaf,
in town to attend the wedding of his
part lota 1-10 blk 65, Holland. $275.
Evert Everts and wife -to Hermanna Boone, part
brother.
loti blk 40, Holland. $350
Ball to Jane Smith, w 45 ft lot 202, Grand
The social event of the week was the Mary
Haven. $480.

Early; half killed— Dawson’s Early, Early preeents,both ornamental

We

1882.

business,

and beauty

it will fully

farm and trade.

Eighth Street, Holland, Mich.

and machinist. Mr.

who engineer who understands his

demands

re-

Evening, “Religious Assurances.”

Mr. A. Huntley, our perseveringand en-

At

all

D. Terwllliger, Pastor. Morning, “Moral

tecting bis factory and materials from the
ravages of fire. The

meet

Store”

being daily

is

plenished so that

ware, Spectacles, etc., etc., will be sold at
that Remained!.” cost for the next 60 days.

way,

characteristicof him, and furnishedplen- factory, a Rnowles patent steam pump for

The jury brought in
"'Tit «n

The stock

form low prices and

Clock! which have been sold for

of

ty of amusement for the listening throng.

“Van Landegend

ronage and vouch that

of affairs aud affects the whole state.

Immense success wbicli prevented their a. m. and 2 p. m. Rev. Wm. Moerdyk,
being here to fill their first date, hut we of Milwaukee, officiating.
may positivelyexpect them on Wednes- Third Ref. Church— Rev. D. Broek, Pas
Among the most excitingevents of the
day , May 24. It is hoped our people may tor; servicesat 9:30, a. m. and 2 p. m.
past week was the assault and battery
show their appreciationof a good dramCollege Chapel— Services 9:30 a. m. and
trial before Justice J. A. Roost. The
atic entertainmentby giving them a full 2 p. m. Rev. E. C. Oggel, of Chicago,
parties were Mr. 0. Schrier and “Doctor”
house.
officiating. Sunday school 3:80.
Pete Van Lieren. The “doctor” conMethodist Episcopal Church— Rev. M.
Mr. Jos. Fixter has added to his stave
oai'Bef,

old

a deplorable state

will put a

the lenient measures proposed

first class the state of Ohio, this

and deservesto have a share

act

J. R. Kleyn and occupy the

public to continue their pat-

circular stating that

on Secretary for Ireland and Uuder-Sccretary they could hold out with the funds they
brutally murdered on Satur- have for ninety days yet, while the mill
be commenced about Juue day last at PhoBoix Park iu Dublin. The owners say that they need not ruu at all

is

that Mr.

the

Work Burke were

firm will depart for the scene of operation. throughout England

We

new

for the season’s work

the contract taken at Lincoln Park.
is expected to

Chicago & West Michigan Railway
Eighty-six Canadians arrived at Muswill not take place until about May 20th.
kegon
last Friday night to go to work on
The arrangement of trains is not definitely
the boom, but as soon as the situation was
known yet, but it is quite certain that the
the

pros- mail train south will leave here between explained to them, they joined the working-men’s union, claiming that they were
7 and 8 o’clock a. m., and the “fast train”
deceived, knowing nothing of the strike
at about the same time as last year.
his son John D..
until they reached Muskegon. Thursday

make

stock and “good will” of Mr.

13-tf

evidence of

left for Chicago yesterday to
flual

to

1888.

ing then 11,846 children of school age in

of

ing Mill, are busy puttiog up the addition

.

Holland, Mich., Mar 4th.

nmouuted to $1.06 per scholar, there be-

each child $1.25.

returned yesterday morning from Prairie

energetic proprietors of ibe Phoenix Plan-

'

EQ(]S.
^ ^
BOOT & KRAMER.

The primary school money for Ottawa
county this year amounts to $15,004.12.
Lust year it was $12,026.76, which

to

arrive here next Monday.

tone characteristicof Mr. Reid.

yOUV

the

was.

from Galveston, Texas, by steamer

New

W.

FartMTS

4ni>

erat.

was somewhat hurt as

arriving there Mr. Ranters was taken sick

The Gflw/kisthe nameof

The

who

Nichols,

to

"have purchased

e

endeavor uto be

Blade.

Heads, Statements,Envelopes, Shipping
Tags, Cards, etc., call at the

GIVE US A CALL.

a number of weeks.— PeWa

will remain

HtllDWtRE!
W

Mns. L. F. My rick, of Chicago,U visit- from 4 to 14 pounds, have been caught in public
inn the fami|y of our City Clerk— Mr. Macatawa Bay this week.
W. Ferry has our thanks.
In addition to our complete stock of
Geo. H. 8ipp.
The Allegan Journal ‘appeared last The maple sugar party given by the Groceries, Tobaccos and Cigars we have
added
Mn. Jaa. ShcrWln, of Grand Haven, week on time, with Mr. D. C. Henderson ladies of Grace church, last Monday
•on-in-lawof ex-Mayor Roost, was in as the sole editor and publisher.
evening, was a social and financialsuccess.
town this week.
Mr. H. Boone has purchased the lot on
List of letters remaining in the postOwing to the rain last Wednesday, the corner of Market and Ninth streets, office at Holland, Mich., May 11th, 1882: For which we solicit a share of the trade.
We will serve all customers to the best of
“market-day’’Has been postponed until and baa made some very good improve- L. Jenks.
our ability, and by prompt attention and
Wednesday the 17th iuat
ments, as far ns the eve is concerned.
Wm. Verrekk, P. M.
fair treatment endeavor to aterit our
U'
•hare of, the patronage of the people of
We were blessed wiih a splendid shower Miss Plugger, ' of Holland, Mich., this city and vicinity.
Mr. Sam. Sloan, representing t)ie Chicago Newspaper Union* favored this office of rain last Monday, starling vegetation; youngest sister of Mrs. D. Rruidenier,
the trees are rapidly assuming their green
with a call last Saturday afternoon.
is in the city visiting with her sister. She

For

'

aad

Provisions.

have received several valuable
documents, for which Senator T.

_ _

_

__

Ingrain
and cheaper grades of Carpels.

OIL CLOTH, MATTING, ETC
Very cheap

at the store of

12-2m MEYER, BROUWER & CO.

___

___

,

LOFfOFELliOW

OF

on rna dkatm

I iis

win

Hone I walk Um peoptod olty,
Wbert etch one Beemi luppy wltb Hi 9VI
0 friend«! I wk not lor )ro* pity—
I

{

walk klon*.

Ho more for me tod lake rejoice*.
Though mured by loriagair* of Jea*.
0 bird* ! your tweet and piping roloea
Are out of tune.
In rain for me the elm tree arch**
lie piumefein many » featheryapray
In vain the evening » tarry marohea
And aunlit day.

pray?”

sufferhig/'b^ f&&”5,

Yet well I know the voice of dnty,
And, therefore,life and health mint crave,
Though abe who gave th* world It* beauty

live, 0 lost

1

Who drew

f

living

one! for th*
their earthly life from

.

than,

And wait until with glad Umnkagtvtag
1 thall be free. «
Fot life to me la aa a atatten
Wherein apart a traveler atandaOne aboent long from home and nation,
In other land*; 4

And I, as b* who (tends and llataoa,
Amid tb* twilight'* chill and gloom,
To hear, approaching In the distance,
A train from home.
For death shall bring another mating,
Beyond th* ahadowa of th* tomb;
On yonder ah or* a bride la waiting
Until loom*.
In yonder field era childrenplaying,
And there— O vision of delightt—
I as* th* child and mother staying
In robes of white.
Thou, then, the longing hsart that breaks*
Stealing tbs treasureson* by on*,
rUeall Thee bleatedwhen Thot makes!
Tk* psrtsd— one.

; v

PRINCIPAL AND INTEREST.
“Oh. mother, mother

r

I

..

—was

am

so

within seeing distance. When Mary
extended her hand to say good-by, to
her astonishment a bank bill was thrust
in it

“Don’t say no filin’,” muttered Job,
have not with a sheepish air.’ “ Ten dollars ain’t
very ia);. to go. (Come closer : let me much to me. and if you don’t chance to
brash the dew from your our,Is. Now get work in the factory right away it
take my hand.”
may be a good deal of use to you.
But the. child hung back, sobbing Needn't thank me— you’re as welcome as
with weariness and exhaptioi!,and the the flow. ts in May.”
pale young mother, bending over her in
Fe bent over to kiss the child’s fair
the vain attempt to soothe me hysteri- forehead, and stood watching them until
cal excitement,did not hear the ramble the two slight figures disappeared,and
of advancing wheels until they passed only the golden sky and moving crests
dose to her and a rough, hearty voice of summer woods remained.
exclaimed :
"Ten dollars 1” ejaculated Mrs. R*y“ What ails the little girl ? Ain’t sick, nesford, who had witnessed this little
episode from behind the curtains of her
m she?”
Mary Ellsworth had never seen milk-room window. n Is John BaynesFarmer Baynesford before, yet the ford crazy? To give $10 to a poor,
moment her eyes rested on his wrinkled, strolling vagrant L li he dpn’t get a
son-burned face, with the shaggy brows pieoepf my mind4-”>X J
Aid she hastened Out, lt«r-cap-border
overshadowing kind eyes, she felt that
he was a friend; and made answer fairly standingon end with horror. Job
awaited the coming tempest with philpromptly:
osophic coolness, his hands in his
“ Not sick, sir, but very tired. We
pockets,and his lips parted in a goodhave walked a long way,”
natnred smile. It was not the first piece
“ Got much farther to go ?” asked the
farmer, tickling the hole’s ear with the of Mrs. Hannah’s “ mind ” that had been
bestowed upon him, nor did he suppose
end of his whip.

my

child, we

A

" To Breckton.”
Mr. Baynesford gave a low whistle.
"That’s four miles ofi^ and the
little gal is pretty nigh used up al-

it

<

know

said the woman, with a
sigh; “ but I have qo money to hire
aloilging nearer. In Breckton I hope
to obtain work in the factory.”
Farmer Baynesford gave the seat of
his wagon a thump with his whip handle
that made old Bonney drop the mouthful of clover he was nibbling from the
roadside and prick up his ears in
astonishment.
to no

such thing

he

energetically. .“Why,
can’t go twenty rods farther

,

!

steep old tarm-hou°e with crystal drops
of April showers and thatching it with
the dazzling ermine of January snows,
many and many a time. Gray hairs

crept in among the locks of Farmer
Baynesford, the care-worn wrinklesbegan to gather around his month and
brow. Alas I tliote ^irift-fboted.years
broughttroubleainnumerablsto the kind

” said

that

child

!

Here, get
in along with me. You won’t be none
the worse for a bit of supper and a good
night’s rest. I know Hannah’ll scold,”
he muttered,as he lifted the little girl
to his side, and extended Ins hand to the

mnn.
Twenty years !” mused he, one
bright June morning ; "it don’t seem
possible, Hannah, that it was twenty
years ago this very day that I caught

old
"

mother ; " bnt I can’t see folks perishin’
by the wayside and never offer to help
’em. I don’t care if she scolds the roof
of the house off.”
He drove rapidly along, making occa-

that ugly fall from ths hayrack and got

lame for life.”
He looked down at the crutchesby his
side as he spoke, and sighed from the
very bottom of his heart.
Hannah stood in the doorway, tossing
corn to a forlorn little colony of chickens. Twenty years had not improved
her in any respect— she was gaunter,
bonier and more vinegar-laced than

tonal interjectionalremarks to his horse,
while Mrs. Ellsworthdrew her thin
shawl around the little golden head that
*

already drooped drowsilv

upon

her

a deep sen-

•boulder, and thought with

last.

lisWkless
luckless head, and
an
discharged on his
Mrs. Baynesford had returned to n<
butter-making,"but she’s got the
?•
uties for scolding ol
greatest faculties
of any
woman I ever saw.”
The years flitted by, sprinkling the

it,”

"I won’t hear

was likely to be the

" She means well,” he said to hiamlf, when the volley of wrath had been

ready.
" A

sation of gratitude upon the shelter
beaten had provided her in her sorest

ever.

"Yes,” said she, slowjy, "and perhaps
you don’t remember that it was
It was an odd-shaped old ffum-honse,
jnst twenty years ago to-day that you
gray with the storms of nearly half a
threw $10 away on that woman and her
century, with a broad door in one end
overhung by giant lilac bushes, and a child. I told you that you’d end your
days in the poor-house^ and I don’t see
kitchen where even in the bloomy month
bnt what mv prediction is likely to
of Jane a great fire roared up the widecome true. Didn’t I say you would live
throated chimney, and shining rows of
tins winked and glittered at every up- to repent it?”
" I won’t deny, Hannah,” said the old
ward leap of the flames.
Mr. Baynesford jumped out of the man, “ but that I’ve done a good many
wagon, threw the reins over a poet, and things I’ve been sorry for— we ain’t none

•trait.

•

,

went in

to conciliate

his domestic des-

POta

of ns perfect, you know, wife— bnt that
is not one of them. No, I never for a

“Look

he^e, .Hgnnah ” saidbato * minute repentedbeing kind to the widow
tall, angular-looking female who emerged
and fatherless,”
from a pantry near by, her face nearly
Hannah shrugged her shoulders, but
or quite as sour as the saucer of pickles

was carrying. “Jest set a couple
more plates on the table, will yon? I’ve
bnmgnt home a woman and a little gal
I found a piece bel6w; e’en ahnoet tired
to death. They 'was caldnMtlh'to Walk
on to Brecl ion. bnt I thought it wouldn’t
hurt us to keep ’em over night.” ,
“I’m aatoniahedat you, Job Baynesford,” said his better half, inw toqe of
indignant remote trance. “We might
jnst as well hang out a tavern sign at
once and be donewith it ; you’re always
bringiog home some poor, miserable
ahe

oreetnr or other, and—'
"There, there. Hannah.” interrupted

Mr. Baynesford. I’m al way • willin’ to
h*ar von when you’re anyway reason pble, .bnt it goes dear ag’in mjt grain to
see poor folks a sufferin’ and never
ctretch out a helpin’ hand. Tain’t
•oriptnre nor ’tain't human natur’.”'
“Well, go your own gait, Job Raynesford,” responded his wife, tartly. “ Only mark my words, if you don’t end yoor
days in the poor-house’twon’t be
throncrh no fault o’ Tnnr’n I”
‘

1

REMEDY FOR

a lovely

woman

in a white cash-

ment. principal and

Rheumatism,

'

interest

”

!

Neuralgia,

made

Vf

1191*

no reply, _71
irf
“ Didn’t you say you were going up to
see the rich lawyer about .the $5,000 today ?” she asked, presently/ ‘

"Yes, bnt I don’t suppose it’ll be
much use. If he’d wait a little I’d do
my best to please him. Jones says he’ll

bulk

Cholera,
Diarrhoea,
Dysentery.

AND
Drulses,

AND
Scalds,

Teothacha

AND
Headacha.

FOB SALE BY ALL DRUGGISTS.

timber is brought, shall have

(OSSFEift

world, and was very busy with her flowmarket somewhat, at present mostly with
ers when the rich lawyer’s " right-hand
sycamore lumber, which is made into

man” put his grizzled head into the
room.
“ The old man wants to see yon about
that Fair weather business.”
"Show him in. Don’t look so disappointed, love,” he said, as the grizzled
head disappeared.“I shall not be detained three minutes, and the horses are
at the door.”
Mary Everleigh never troubled her
pretty little head about business matters, so she never looked up as the halting sound of old Mr. Baynesford’s
crutch echoed on the carpet. Bnt the
instant he spoke she started as if an arrow had smitten her, and her slender
hands clasped together, listening as intently as though her life depended on
hearing every word. The old man was
pleading and sorrowful — her husband
politely inflexible. At length Job
Baynesford turned to go.
he

packing boxes for plug tobacco, and also
with excellentship plank. But Canada
has immense forests of pine, spruce, and
hemlock, and the Ottawa, Saguenay, and
other rivers, are the channels by which
large amounts of lumber annually are
brought to market. Quebec, Toronto,
and Montreal are large depots for lumber from tho forests of the Dominion,
and some of the stock is sent by water
or rail even to the ship-yards of Maine,

lumber State.
Buffalo is one of the chiefs of the lumber markets of our country, its water

itself p. great

communicationwith the Michigan and
the upper lake ^regionsespecially favoring its development in this direction.
There are upwards of sixty-five firms,

wholesaleand

retail,

engaged

in the

lum-

ber business in that city. Planing mills
and box factories are becoming very
numerous, owing to the increased de-

subdued
mand for manufactured lumber. That
tone, "I don’t know much about law
and law books, but it does seem hard this trade is in a most healthy condition
is proved by the rapidity with which
that an old man should be turned ont of
" Well, sir,”

said, in a

home

checks the further progress of all disorders of the stomach, liferand bowels, rerWthe fttal sUmlna, prefenU
and remedieschills and ferer, Increasesthe sctlrity of
counteractsa tendenoy to rheumatiim, and
genuine atay and solace to aged, Infirm and nertoos
poisons.
IW for sale by all Druggistsand Dealersgenerally.

the kidneys,
Is

place in almost all the grades of lumber.
In the vicinity of almost all navigable

streams in that section of country all the
best trees have l>een utilized, cousequently lumbermen are now compelled
to go farther back for a supply, and the

Mrs. Everleigh’ssoft voice broke the
fnomentary silence that succeeded this
I

“Walter, come here one minute— I
want to speak to you.”
He obeyed, somewhat surprised ; she
drew him into a deep recess of stainedglass window, and, standing there with
&ie rosy and amber shadows playing
about her lovely brow, like some fair
pictured saint, she told him how twenty
years ago a wearied child and its mother
were fed and sheltered by a kindhearted stranger ; how he had given

cost of the pine log from the stump to
the mill haa, therefore,been materially
increased.

To look at the immenne rafts which
annually make their way down the Penobscot, the Kennebec, the Merrimac,
the Connecticut, the Hudson, and the
other principalrivers which draw their
supplies from the New England States, a
tyro would say that the Eastern States
them money and kind wishes, when alone can furnish all the lumber needed
they were utterly alone and desolate for this continent ; but the fact that tho
center of the chief supply has gradually
in the wide world
"But, my love, what has all this to moved west to the lakes, and that a
scarcity is already predicted there, indido with my business matters?”
"Much, Walter 1 I am that little cates that in the near future all these
sources will be exhausted, and that we
child 1”
must draw our supply of this great ar"You, my dearest?”
"I, my husband, and the noble man ricle of commerce from still more distant
who, I am persuaded, saved my life parts. — New York Reporter.
that night stands yonder with gray,
bowed head and sinking heart !”
Early United States History.
"Mary, you must surely- be misCongress, on June 11, 1776, resolved
taken.”
that a committee should be appointed to
"I cannot be mistaken, Walter. I
prepare and digest the form of a confedshould know him among a thousand.
eration to be entered into between the
You said you loved me this morningcolonies. On the day following a comnow grant me one little boon !”
mittee composed of members of one from
" What is it, dearets ?”
each colony, were appointed to perform
" Give me that note he spoke of.”
that duty. The result of this commitMr. Everleighsilently went to a small
tee’s labors was seen in the Articles of
ebony cabinet, unlocked it and d'.'ew
Confederation which were in due time
ont a folded paper, which he placed in
subscribed and ratified by the several
her hands. Shegliaedupto the bid man,
States. The second article contained
who had been gazing out of a window in
the following; "Each State retains its
a sort of reverie, and laid her soft hand
sovereignty, freedom and independence,
on his
and every "power, jurisdiction,and right
“ Do you remember the little goldenwhich is not by this confederationdelehaired Mary whom you found with hex
gated to the United States, in Congress
mother, wearied ont on the roadside,
assembled.”In May, 1785, a committee
twenty years ago?”
"Do I remember her, lady? It was of Congress made a report recommending an alterationin tee Articles of Conbnt this very morning I was recalling
federation, but no action was taken upon
tee whole scene.”
"And don’t you recognizeme?” she it, and it was left to the State Legislature to proceed in the matter. This
said, smiling up into his face, as she drew
back the drooping carls. " I &m little was taken up by. Virginia in Jauaury,
1786, and the conclusion was the great
MMyl”
convention
which gave birth
the
He stood in bewildered silence. All

arm.

a

Michigan heavy advances have taken

all.”

appeal;

fciffiR5
Among the medicinal meana of arreatlngdisease,
Hoatetter’sStomach Bitter*stand pre-eminent.It

stock is turned over, as well' as tho fre
quent advance in prices.
In the manufacturing districts of

that has sheltered him for
sixty years, and all for no fault of his
ovm. They say you are a very rich genve thousand dollars may
seem a small sum to yon, bnt it is my
the

,

be sore to sell the old place from over
oar heads, however ; they tell ins he's a of a sudden the truth seemed to break
hard man. I mean to explain to him upon him, and he laid his hand npon
fhst how the matter stands,f-—”
her head with a tearful blessing.
“ I .told yon how it wotild be, long
“ And your mother, my child ? ”
ago !” ejaculatedHannih, unable to re“ She has been dead for years, but it
strain her vexation. “What on earth is my dearest task to be tee instrument
everposMssedyou to sign for Jesse Fair- of her gratitude. Here is the note yon
uddoned ; my husband has given* it to
“ I s’posed he was an honest man, ancl me. See.”
A small lamp was burning in one of
I wouldn’tsee an old friend wronged.”
the niches ; she held the bit of papdr
“Fiddlesticks1
exclaimed Mi
Baynesford.That’s jnst your calcula- over tee flame nntil it fell a cloud of
tion, Job! There— Zeke has brought light ashes upon the floor.
,i“Well 1"
the wagon ; do start off or you will be too
Mrs. Baynesford met her husband at
late for the York train.”
And Job meekly obeyed, only too the door the instant his crutches
happy to escape from the endless discord sounded on the Httle graveled path.
“ Why don’t you speak ? Of course I
of ms wife’s rolling tongue.

”

of the

Cramps,

"Oh, Walter, if mamma could only
been depleted. Many experienceddealsee how happy we are 1”
ers think that this will occur within ten
There was a knock at the door. Mrs.
or fifteen years, and are already easting
Everleigh slipped from her husband’s
arm with the prettiest blush in the about for a new field whence to draw
their stock. Canada is coming into the

......

.

A SAFE AND SURE

,

there was a tear on Her eyelashes.

tired
“ Cheer up,

Pda-KiUer

" What do you mean, Job Baynesmere morning robe, trimmed with velf Mr. Bayneeford pretended not to
vet, who stood opposite, arranging flow- ford?”
fting little Mary
s busy lifl
hear; he
" The little golden-haired child that
ers in a bouquet. She wore a spray of
out
berries, carved of pink Neapolitan coral, sat beside our hearthstone that June
11 Set on them blackberries, Hannah,”
at her throat, and tiny pendants of the evening is (Lawyer Everleigh’s wife, and
said he, toward the dose of the evening
same rare stone in her shell-like ears, I have seen her burn the .note that has
“the little gal’s so tired she han’t
and the slender waist was tied around hung like a millstonearound my neck
jki nothing solid.”
for many years. She said it was bnt
with a pink ribbon.
“I was calculating to keep the blackpaying a sacred debt of gratitude ; but
"There, Walter, isn’t that prettv?” Heaven knows I looked for no such
berries for the donation party to-morrow,” said Mrs. Bhyneeford, rising with she asked, holding up her complete bou- reward.”
rather an unwillingair.
quet
There was a moment’s silence. The
> "Very pretty,” he answered, looking old man was pondering over the past,
"Nonsense,” quoth the farmer, with
a broad laugh, "I’m having a donation not at the roses or geraniums, but diand Mrs. Baynesford was so taken by
party of my own to-night Here, little rectly at the blue eyes and golden curls surprise that she really could not say
one, see if those 'berries don’t pnt some of his beautiful young wife.
anything.
" You are not even noticing it,” ahe
color into your cheeks.”
"And now, wife, what have you to
pouted.
say
about my financialmistakes?” said
All the evening little Mary sat by the
“ Because I see something so much
Job, archly.
hearth, with her hand in her mother’s
better worth looking at,” he said, playMrs. Baynesford had no argument
and her large blue eyes fixed earnestly
fully.
suited to the emergencies of the case,
upon the kind farmer’s face.
“Do ydu really love me so very and she wisely said— nothing. —New
“ What are you thinking about, dearmuch ?” she asked, throwing down the York World.
est?” asked Mrs. Ellsworth once. She
flowers and coming around to his side.
drew a long sigh and whispered :
He rose and drew her caressingly
" Oh, mamma, he is so kind to oj 1”
The Timber Question.
toward him.
When Mary Ellsworth and her little
It is not at all strange that considera" My dearest, you are more precious
girl set out next morning on their long
ble anxiety should be manifested as to
to me than the whole world beside 1”
walk to Breokton, Job Bayneeford went
where the future supply of lumber shall
She let her head rest for a moment on
be obtained, when the great forests of
his shoulder, and when she raised it
Michigan, from whence at present the

The gold ia rifled from the coffer,
The blade ia stolen from the sheath;
Life has but one more boon too offer,
And that la-dee th.

grave.

The rays of the noonday sun streamed
brightly through the stained-glass casements of Mr. Everleigh’s gothic library.

know.”

;

hi rain your beauty, rammer flower*;
Ye cannot greet theae cordialtyea ;
They gate on other flelda than out*—
On other aUea.

It in her

PEBRY DAVIS’

know you’ve nothing but bad news to
tell, bnt I may as well hear it at once.
Have yon seen the gentleman? What
The room was decorated with appur- did he say?”
Hannah,” said old Job Baynesford,
tenances of wealth and taste. Velvet
to alight.
11 Don't mind mv old woman,” he sail,
chairs, with tall backs of daintily carved Biuwly folding np his gloves, “ do you
apologetically, aamrs. Ellsworthsprang rosewood,were scattered here and there; remember the $10 I gave that poor
marble vases occupied niches beside the young wanderer a score of years ago toto the gtwunr “She's kind o’ sharp
spoken, bat she means well after all doorway, and the rarest pictureshung
"Why, of course I do. Didn’t I
We ain’t all just alike in our notions, you on the paneled and gilded wall. But the
remind
yon of % not twelve hours ago?
prettiest
object
of
all—
the
one
which
/
What has that to do with our troubles,
the
rich
lawyer
oftenest
raisfed
his
eyes
“ If all the world were like yon, sir,”
said the young widow, with tears in her from the writing to contemplate with an
“Just this— to-day I received payeyes, “ there would be less want and involuntarysmile of pride and affection
•She shut the pantry door with i
bang that made aH the jelly oops anc
milk pans rattle, •’while Job, with a*
odd grimace, wen! out to help his guest*

Constitution.
*

_

_
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Above
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an exact portrait of
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VAN BUREN,

VXRZR or

LADIESTONIC
A

preparation which is untqualed for
Purifying the Blood and Toning

Up

the

Female System.

Ladies’ Tome is prepared by Mr*. Van Buren,
at loa Franklin St., Buffalo, N. Y., and has been
used successfully by ladies for years. It is a turt
cure {or A\ Female Complaints, Low Fever, Ague,
Scrofula, Sick Headache^and a /l weaknesses
caused by those irresnilari^es which are ao common to womankind. This is no Patent Medicine.
but is prepared by Mm. Van Buren, after years of
experience, and recommended by her, as she
know, it will give new life to any broken-down,
worn-out or over-worked member of her aex.

Wives and Mother* need something to assist
nature in holding her own under the constant
strain which it constantlydragging them dowa.
Mrs. Van Buren answer* all letter* free. Send
lor Circulars.
For tale by Druggists. Price, $1.00 per bottle

trason oanotns or

PURE COD LIVER
OIL AND LIKE.

-£rc

|

•-

T« th* Co«sB«iptlT*— WIllMir’a Compound
or COD-Lmta Oil ahd Lime, without poaamaing th*
vary nauseatingflavor of th* artUl* a* heretoforeused,
ia endowed by the Phosphate of Dm* with a healing
property which render*the Oil doubly ettoaclous.Remark, bis testimonials ol its efficacy «an be shown. Sold
by A. B. Wilbor, Chemist,Boston,and all DruggitU.
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f A.REED & SONS' PIANOS. )

Ministers to Sonth America.
The United States has, when there are
no vacancies, the following represents
i

tion

in South American

States

: En-

voys Extraordinary and MinistersPlenipotentiary,at Bio de Janeiro, Brazil;
at Santiago, Chili, and at Lima, Peru ;
Ministers Resident,at Bneno Ayres, Argentine Republic ; at LaPaz, Bolivia;
at Bogota, Colombia; at Caracas,Venezuela ; and Charge d' Affaire*, Montevideo, Uruguay, and about thirty consulates in the several States.
*
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REED & SONS’ ORGANS.")

Haw Illustrated Catalogue*,WM. sent frtj. Special
prices. Agents wanted u eveir oounty.
OF MUSIC, ifi* Btat* 8k. Caicaeo.

TEMPLE

REED’C

MAKE HENS LAY.
Veterinary Burgeonand Chemist,
An Kncllsh
English V*
thie

traveling in
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flan. Dos*, one!
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HUBBER MOST FOUL.

astronomical observatory which stands

TEHRIBLE SUFFERINGS.

2,943 meters abote the sea level, or fully

Dr. R. Y. Pierce, Buffalo.N. Y.: I have a
friend who suffered terribly, I purchased a
bottle of your “Favorite Prescription,” and as
a result of its use she is perfectly well
J. Bailey,Burdetk,N. Y.
Dr. Piercs's “ Golden Medical Discovery ” and
"Pleasant PurgativePellet* ’’ purify the blood
and cure constipation.

Lord CAYeadtoh* the New Chief Sec- 1,000 feet higher than the Hospice of St
retary- for Ireland, and Mr. Burke,
Bernard. Tne structure"is nine meters
the Under Secretary, Brutally A«in height, and covers an area of 200
fettiiteinated*
square meters. It consists of an upper
Ai» they were taking a walk In Phaaix Park,
and lower story, and is built in oircnlar
Ihiblin, after dinner,Lord FrederickCarenform. In the lower story there rises a

and massive pillar, upon which is placed the
Uncle Nace and Aunt Sukey, his wife, were
great refractingtelescope. The lower out on Austin avenue buying some things,a
waylaid and murdered by
who storr-is divided into a dining-room few days ago. The old woman bought a bundLad evidently thoronchlyprepared them- kitchen and store-rooms. In the upner kerchief, the color of which did not suit Uncle
Htlree for , the bloody deed, p- Two of story there are three bedrooms, intended Nace, and he aaid angrily : “ Yer has made a
poor choice. Yer haln’t got no taste." “ I
the miacreanw'retained theiij k at s in for the accommodationof astronomers know I ha* bad taste, bnt de fust poor seleo
the car- in which the quartette 'had 'driven and tourists visiting the establishment. shun I made wus when I tuck you.”
to the park. Tha other two, armed wi# JtnivGl, The roof consists of a jnoyaljl.e cupola or
Dn. R. Y. Pi erik, Buffalo, N. Y.: Dear Sir :
made a.PhnnlWKoai attack c.p Ihei two do- dome. From^the biideonies$)f the upper
fenaekaw and Sm^napectingKt-nt^men.With story a prospect of vast extent and grand- •.For many months I was a great sufferer.Phycould afford me no relief. Id my dethe ferocity of banditti they cut nM daubed at
eur is presented.The spectator is able sicians
spair I commenced the use of your “Favorite
their vidinw, wbo made a deeperate but unavailing airugcle for their Uvea. It apnoaw that to see over hall the Island of riioily, the Prescription."It speedilyeffected my entire
the two murdered officials left the Under Seo- Island of Malta, the Lipari Isles, and and permanent cure. Yours thankfully,
Mrs. Paul R. Baxter, Iowa City, la.
retaiyVhouse about 7 o’clock in the evening to the Province of Calabria, on the, mainwalk nwsrtrtoA thy^VC|!Er Aecrttar>;,8 dand^bf Italy. Thedbatryatorv is eroqfdd
uwidepoe;While *.pafain| >h»ough-,ti»e '|1irk upon admail cone, which will, in case of
“Some other folks would deceive yon
tW were attacked hr fwur-Tnen^V^trfr.g
about these goods, but i have been * in
eruption,
protect
it
completely
from
the
bh'Uvhedhats. It is eupponed that Mr. Burke
the businesstwenty years, and never
With tirst
't assaultedaud* subbed ..through the' lava-atrenmwhich always flows down on
Lea t.
Lord FrederickCaveadiirtiatusutiUst to the bpfiositeside of the volcano.— told a lie,” said the guileless dry-goods
clerk. “And •jhy do you begin ‘now ? ”
defend him, but he, too, was stabbed by the Builder
afsaesina. They rei>eatedlyplunged tbeir knivea
said the gentle fair one in front of the
into the breaeU of their victims, and. having
THE PERU INVESTIGATION.
counter as she gathered her draperies
cut their tbroatj*, they got on a car and drove
together and glided away.
rapidly from the park. ‘ r < • J t
Senator Blair was again bofore the Foreign
A boy named Jacob states that vrtiilu birdaIt vow are bilious,take Dr. Pierce’s“ Pleasneeting in the park ha aaw, about 2o0 yards Affairs Committee on the 4th inst., bnt his exfrom where he was and close to the road, a amination added little, if anything,to the sum ant Purgative Pellets"—the original“Little
Liver Pills." Of all druggists.
group of men as if wrestling.' He thought they of human knowledge concerning the affair
were roughs, and did not pay attentionto under investigation.The mo^t important
"Yes, sir,” said Brown; "if there is one
them. Ho then saw two men fall to the ground, statementthat he raado was that he
and four others jumn on a car and drive never heard of the letter of Shipherd to thing more than another that I am proud of, it
Is this, thatlalwayc keep my word." "Very
off toward Chapebgod, wldch lies in & direc- Hurlbut offering $250,000 until Dec. 5, when
tion opposite to the oity. They drove he was at the house of Mr. Blaine, and the true," replied Fogg ; “ but how canyon help it,
at a rapid pace, and he .could not give lattercalled his attentionto the letter he had you know V Did you ever know anybody who
any description of the appearance of ihe men, received, giving the first informationabout it would take it V"— Boston Tranter ipt,
A gentleman named Maguire and a friend, who The general drift of the cross-examination
went
A Few Plain Facts From
were on tricycles,shortly before had passed to show that the Senator was the dupe of the
The American Chrirtian Review, Cincinnati
Mr. Burke and Lord FrederickCavendish when wily BhiphenL
Ohio : In our house Allen's Lung Balsam has
on their way along the main road through the
The examination of Senator Blair by the been a standard curative for colds during the
park, and on their return journey they found
the Chief Secretary lying' in the center of the Foreign Affairs Committee on the 6th inst. con- past ten veart, and" with uniform success. The
carriagewayand Mr. Burke prostrate upon the sisted largely of the reading of statisticsfrom thousands rescued from untimely graves all

itirL,

the new Chief .Becretanr for Ireland,

Tliomae U. Burke, the Under Secretary,were

four

i
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On Thirty Days’ Trial.
The VoltaicBelt Co., Marshall.Mich.,

What a Three-CentStamp Will
will

Da

•end their Electro-YolUioBelts and other Kleotric Applianceson trial for thirty days to any
person afflicted with Nervous Debility,Lost
Vitality and kindred trouble*,guaranteeing
complete restoration of vigor and manhood.
Address as above withoutdelay.
N. B.— No risk is incurred,as thirty days'

It will do more than any other piece of paper
of its aim and value In the world. It accomplishes what would, a flew years ago, have been
detuned impossible. That taliamunlo placard on
the comer of an envelope or nackage commands
the use of capaciousend beautifulbuildings
wherein to receive your lettera, orders trains of
can to carry them, and atarts an army of men to
trial is
deliver them. It brings informationfrom every
•ection of the country and tidings of plcaMire aa
That
of Itllne
well. But the crowning consideration is the foot
Is three times the man he wu before he began that a three-centlUunn sent to A. Vogii.f.h &('o..
using Wells’ Health Reuewer.
Druggists. Baltimore, Jttt, with the applicant s name and
address, will procure a copy of Rr. Jacom CalenSend for pamphlet to E. 8. Wells, Jersey City, dar, replete with interesting reading matter, and,
N.
i •
.
better than all, containing siM ciiie inM ructions
for the treatment and cure or rheumatism,nenExperleace.
talgia and all painful diseases by the use of St.
Cedabvill*, Ohio, Dec. 16, 1881.
Hare need Pise's Cure for Consumptionin
my family for ten years, and want nothing betJ. A Harxnd.
ter as a cough remedy.

allowed.

.

,

Huaband

$L

J,

.
v Tea Yean’

of

_

*;

Evxet Homs should containdert's Extract
Tar and WUd Cherry. This celebrated remedy

will

surely cure Colds. Coughs, Croup, Catarrh,

Consnmptionand all Bronchial complaints.
Common Colds neglected, ire the eauae of onehalf the deaths.Don’t waif for siokness to come,
bat this day taks home a bottle of Eilert’sExtract of Tar and WUd Cherry, for it may save
the life of a loved ona, when delay would be
death. Bold by all Druggists,

Mrs. Sarah J. Yak Bcren, whose portrait
appearsin anothercolumn of this paper, is preparing a " Ladies’ Tonic" which has been need
for yuan- /or curing those distressing complaints
common to womankind. It can he bought of
Drue gists or by addressingMrs. Van Buren at
192 Frni'klinat., Buffalo,N. Y., who answers
lettersfree.
prevenl
disease, purifies the blood, Improves the appetite, gives a smooth and glossy ooat of hair and
keeps the animal in good condition. It eures
Distemper, Cooghs, Colds, Fevers and most of
the diseasesto which Horses, Cattle, Sheep,
Hogs and Poultryare subject,and should be
nsed by every one owning or having the care of
stock. Bold by all Drnggtsta.

Foe dyspepsia, indigestion,depression of spirits aud general debility,in their various forms;
over
the
country
;
the
almost
universal
recompathway.
also as a preventiveagainst fever aud ague and
the “Statesmans Year Book” and “ Spofford’s
mendationsof physiciansin their practice
Both gentlemenwere lying in. large pools of
Almanac " as to the conditionand population everywhere,the enormous distribution all over other intermittent fevers,the “Ferro- Phosphorblood. They informed the police at Park Gate
ated Elixir of Cftiisava,"made by Caswell, Hazof Peru and Chili, and catechisingMr. Blair the United States, Canada and part of Europe,
Station of what they had seen. The police at
with regard
them. Witness thought are unmistakable evidences of its intrinsic ard k Co., New York, and sold by all druggist*,
once proceeded to the scene of the murder and
there could be no doubt but that English in- value, and especiallyadapted for restoring con- is the best tonic ; and for patientsrecovering
conveyed the bodies to the hospital. On exfluencepredominated commercially in South sumptive invalids to their normal relations of from fever or other sickness it has no equal
amination it was found Mr. Burke had received
America, and that Chili holds commercial rela- health and the inspiringhope of reaching a
several stabs near the region of the heart and
The Frazer Axle Grease receivedmedals at
tions almost exclusivelywith European nahis throat had been cut almost completely tions, particularly with England, from whom good old age. The safety of every family the Centennial, North Carolina State Fair, Parwould lx- consulted by keeping a bottle of Alacross. His clothes were completely saturated
she has received substantial financialaid. len s Lung Balsam in the house and having it is Exposition,AmericanInstitute, Now York,
with blood, aud the hemorrhage must have been
Witness stated that Shipherd placed the amount ready for applicationwhen coughs, colds or aud others.
tremendous.His clothes were al^o torn. His of their claim at $135,000,000,and that of
croup make tueir unwelcomeintrusion into the
cloves had been torn in many places, aud bis
Try the new brand, Spring Tobacco.
Cochet at $1,000,000,000.It was always clear
hands bore marks suggestiveof a tierce en- to him (witness) that they would get a great household.
Bold by all Medicine Dealers.
counter with his assailants. Lord Fiederick amount of it. Shipherd indicated a readiness
HEMtY’N CAltBOLIC
did not wear gloves. He had been stabbed in
to take in settlement from Fern whatever
"Yes," said Brown, “I know it is dangerous !• the IlKST BALVK for Cute, Brulxt, Sons, Ulcen,
several places about the chest One wound v.as
might seem fair,
buying medicine from travelingquacks, but Bait Rheum, Tetter, ChippedHands, Chilblains, Corns,
through the right lung aud penetrated deeply.
they sometimes have vegetable preparations end ell kinds ot Skin Eruptions,Fiecklesend Pimples.
In the Peruvian Company investigationat
At the time of the dreadful occurrence the
which are of great value, and I have often been Get HENRY'S C'ARHOLIC SALVE, os ell othersare
park, as might be expectedon a lovely evening, Washington, on the 8th inst, Senator Blair
greatly benefitedby using them. I am very oounlertelts.Price, ‘.ft'cents.
was crowded in many places with people.
acknowledged he had accepted $100,000worth careful, and when I purem
lurcnase anything I give
The news rapidly spread, and created the
of Bhinberd's stock, but had not been in- my wife a few doses first
DR. G KEEN’S
it, and when I see that
wildest excitement and consternationin the
Is the be*t remedy lor Dyspepsls.Hllloumos-,Mslirie,
fluenced by mere money considerations.He
it does her no harm I use
it
myself.
A
Rood
...
..
_
_____
goc
ritr.
saw Peru “the under dog," and his sympathies wife, sir, is a great blessing to a man.”— .Sew
Indigestion, and D-srtses of the Blood,Kidner**. Liver,
Lord Cavendish was 46 years old. He was
were enlisted in her behalf. This closed the ernlle Journal
Bkln, etc.
the second survivingson of the seventh Duke
investigation, except so far as the sub-comDURNO’8 CATARRH SNUFF curve all affections of
of Devonshire, and was educated at Trinity
mittee is concerned.
“ A Lady Scbbcribeb" oaks why Paris papers
the mucous niembrant:, of the bead aud throat.
College, Cambridge. He entered upon his poare so wicked. We do not know, but an exlitical career m 1859, when he became the PriDR. MOTT'S LIVER PILLS are the best Oalhartie
change informs ns that there are 100 women
Tony Pastor In Trouble.
vate Secretary of Earl Granville, then President
journalists in Paris. Does that help you any? Regulator*.
of the Council. This positionhe held until
Tonv Pastor, of New York, who is now —Roi-hetUr Exp^at.
1864. Since 1865 he had representedthe North- with his inimitable variety combination
west Biding of Yorkshirein Parliament.
#79 A WEEK, fill a day at home eeallymade. Costly
making u tour of the principalcities of the
Malar ini Fever.
tela outfit free. Address Taui A Co., Augusta,Ma.
Mr. Burke, the other victim of the assassins,
character
Malarial
Fevers,
Rheumatism,
etc.,
result
has been Under Secretary since 1870.
e United most frequently from inactivityof the liver and
1’hunix Park, where the awful atrocity was
runs a first-classtheater kidneys. You make* great mistake and do
perpetrated, is to Dublin what Hyde Parii is to
Loudon and Central Park is to New York. It ou Broadway, New York city, and has gath- yourself great injustice unless you bestow upon
ered about him the best troupe of variety these importantorgans of life most careful atis essentially the “People’s park," where the
15 to
citizens of Dublin, without , any regard to class artiststhat could be obtained. The company tention. It is wrong to persistently turn the
liver upside down by the use of severe cathartic
distiuctiona,meet upon an equal footing, the has just completed a brilliantengagementat
spleudtd equipagesof the aristocracy mingliue the Walnut Street Theater, Philadelphia, medicines, or to lasn the kidneys into complete
exhaustion by overdoses of violentdiuretics.
with the general throng of the populace, it is
and after the present tour they will reappear Strengthcan be given to liver and kidneys, new
generally regarded as one of the finest parks
in Tonv Pastor's own theater in New York
life and vigor infused into every part of the
in Europe, and covers an area of 1,750 acres.
city. Mr. Pastor is the originator of his body, old age be made to feel youthful, and
The leaders of the Laud League have ist-ued
disease banished from the body by using the
____
______ _
a manifesto
denouncing
the murderers.It is peculiar school of charactersinging, and has
signed by ParneU, iDfiJon^and iDaVUtT
m"fe bi^self immensely popular, having Queen of all health renewers, Dr. Guysott's
Yellow Dock and Sarsaparilla.This wonderful
Land Leaguers in America expressabhorrence i realizedby his talents a large fortune.
The writer of this article met Mr. Pastor compound is outselling all other remedies. It
at the crime, and urge their brethren in Irecontains Yellow Dock, Sarsaparilla, Juniper,
land to use every effortto bring the assassins recentlyat the Bingham House in PhiladelIron, Buchn, Celery and Calisaya. Ask your
to justice.
phia. and found him as genial in private as
physician concerning such a compound, then
The remains of Lord Cavendish were con- he is amusing before the public. During our try a bottle. It will make your mind and body
veyed on a gun-carriagefrom the Yice-Rega conversation I inauired as, to his physical healthy and strong. It is more refreshing than
health, and he replied that, notwithstanding
wine and you will like it just as well
Lodge in Dublin to the wharf and placed on
the strain ui»on him in the discharge of his
board the steamer. A detachment of dragoons
professionalduties, it was excellent.He had
served as an escort Earl Spencer was received
occasionallysevere pains, eithsr the result
with enthusiasm in the streetsof Dublin. Sir
CbarlesDilke declined the Chief Secretaryship of rheumatic attacksor colds, but any commay lose horses, cattle,houses and lauds, and
plaints of that characternever troubled him
of Ireland because he wss not promised a seat
they can be regamed ; you may lose your .wife,
write The AULTMAN A TAYLOR CO.Manofield'tA
in the Cabinet A general release of suspects long, as he had found- out a remedy for all
you can get another ; hot if you lose your soul,
will not take place at present Charles Moore,
such annoying affections. I asked liim what good-by,John "
recently returned to Ireland from the United the remedy was, and he replied, “ St. Jacobs
States, was arrested at Maynooth, ou suspicion of
Oil.’’ I then learned from Mr. Pastor that
“Yes, sir,M he said, “that man is the most
being concerned in the assassination at Dubhe considered the Great German Remedy an complete, unmitigated,utterly,entire
lin. When captured he almost fainted. In
fool in existence.Why, he’s consunnnato ass
excellent preparationfor the cure or relief of
moving the adjourument of the House of Comenough to order shad at a railway-restaurant
mons. Mr. Gladstone said the , Government rheumatism,and that it was about the only when there’sonly ten minutes for refreshwould recast all arrangements.He stated that thing used among professionalpeople for that

to

General of the United Ftates,when 'postmasterof
the City of New York, incurred In the following
Gt nerai1 Superintendent
Third

Diktributing Department. New York Poei
office: “ 1 take pleasure In advlslHg that the tarnpies of 8t. Jacobs Oil left for distributionamong
the clerks of this office, have, as far as they havi
been tried,proved equal to all that is claimed
for the Oil The reports from the several superintendents and clerks who have used the Oil
agree In praising It highly. It ha* been found
efficaciousin cuts, burns, soreness and stiftoeee
of the joints and muscle*, and afford* a ready relief for rheumaticcomplaint*."Col. Samuel H.
Taylor, Washington.Itid.,and ex-Po*tmasterof
Cumberland, Md., was cured of rheumatism by
8t.

Jacobs Oil

FRANK

,

$20

JAMES

and JESSE

Tba notorious outlaws. Full account of tbs (hooting
Jms« James ; his portrait baton and after dtath ;
urea of tha young wlfa, the two ohadren and tba Ford

wi

AddraasO.B.Baaob
AOo^Ohioa#»,uL

boys. Outfit Rio.

HALVE

OXYGENATED DITTKRH

Divfslon^iallln*

ami

AGENTS WANTED FOR THE

ICTORI.A.I.

P HISTORY EWORLD

Embracingfull and authenticaccountsof every a*(ton of ancient and modern tunas, and includinga history of the rise and fall of the Greek and
Empires, tba mlddls age*, the oruaades, tba feudalayetern, the refonaaUoo,the discovery and aotUamual el
tho New world, rtc., ate.

.
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distressingcomplaint. He took bottles of it
with him whenever he went traveling, and
would not be without it, and he knew that it
of rent Sir Stafford Northcote promised was very popular with a number of members
the support of the opposition.Mr. Par- of his own company. A conversation held
nell said he believed tue murder was comsubsequentlywith various members of the
mitted to frustrate his cause, and was the
work of those to whom he had always been op- oreanizationrevealed the fact that St. Jacobs
posed. The Manchester Guardian,a leading Oil had been performingmost invaluable
service for them in the way of curing them
Radical organ, says the crime is traceable to the
Fenian party, recruited mainly from America, of rheumatism.Nearly every artist in the
who again interfered when they saw oonciliatiou troupe used it, and was enthusiastic in its
probable. It says it is a desperate and malig- praise, and the writer was really forced to
nant conspiracylimited to a small number of
the conclusion that Tony Pastor was certainly
persons. Gladstone himself is of the same in luck in haring so valuable an article
opinion.
known and employed by his inimitably-good
company of performers, for it enabled every
Racine’s Calamity.
one to be always in his place, thus insuring
The thriving city of Racine, Wis., has Suf- comfort to the managementand genuine
satisfactionto the public. Tony Pastor
fered from a terrible conflagration.During the
prevalence of a strong northeast wind, would certainlybe in trouble without St.
flames broke out in the warehouse Jacobs Oil. At least, other managers, whose
of the Goodrich TransportationCom- artists have been tempomrilyunsupplied,
pany,
swept with incredible have noticed the difference between St.
Jacobs Oil in stock and, St. Jacobs Oil out
of stock— among the members of their companies.— ^V. F. Clipper.
of buildings were licked up with a rapidity terrible to behold. Chicago and Milwaukee were
The new material known as leatherappealed to for aid in subduing the storm of
ette is being brought into use in numerfire, and renonded by promptlysending several
ous mechanical and ornamental applicaengine*. Ihe lose at this writing is not known,
tions. It is so perfect an imitationof
but is very heavy.
_
___
Later.— The fire burned over an area of leather that people are utterly unaware
he would ask leave to introduce a measure for
the repression of crimo in Ireland, and also a
bill dealing with the ouestion of arrears

and

_

ments.— Boston Post

T. J. Thompson,of Maysville, Ky., writes :
About a year ago I had a severe attack of
chills and fever. I have been quite an invalid
since, sufferingfrom sinking spells, nervoos
chills, night sweats, etc. My digestive and
urinary organs were in a very weakened condition. I felt very weak, nervous and debilitated,and dyspepsia, painful urination and
rheumatismexhausted me of all vitality. My
doctor seemed discouraged and consented to
my trying Dr. Gnysotl’s Yellow Dock and Sarsaparilla,a medicine my mother had once used
with benefit It has acted like a miracle m my
case, and I now feel perfectly well"

FLORIDA ORANGE LANDS

The next year after the organization of
Brown conuty, in this State, the Methodist

Ri' ANK ATO, Blue Earth Co., Minn., is the great manu.
1FJL fariurinj/ and ihippingcenter for Southern Minnevote and Dakota, and Northern Iowa. Population,
0.500. Stone,brek. Umber and cement material
Inexhauatlble
qunntiUea. We want cement works, tow,
bating,twine and paper mtlla. larrtr woolen,wagon
and furniture factoriea.Addreaa Bec'y Board of Trade.

14

tered for non realdenU. Cheap lands for tropical frulte
for aala in any Quantitydesired. Reference,Bank of
Jacksonville.O.W. Bbomwcll, Jacksonville, Florida.

U
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1 clou*, wholesome, (parkUqg .Temper1
1 anee L v-mge. Ask your •Irugsut, or sent by moll
for 26c. (T E. HIRE#, 46 N Dela. AneH Philada.

,-NP Hi

__

authorisedto place at-

Conferenceresolvedto try the ctvilixinginflum
ence of the Gospel upon the denizens of that
region, formed it into a mission, and sent Rev.
E. P. Farmer, one of their most talented
preachers, to see what could be accomplished.
Ho preached ably and faithfullya year, but on
coming to conferencenext year he reported less
To tntrodaes
thsn a hundred members, “What, Brother •Ml
Funner, can’t you get the people in Brown
county to Join the church V” asked Rev. Calvin
1. D. HENRY, Box 1*7. BufoMf. T.
Ruler. “ Oh, yes. Brother Rater, they will join
every time I ask them to, but I have t6 turn
Over
them oot-the next time I eonieanmnd for stealHilf KlUteft
ing bogs," was the reply. —lin ii ianapolis Jour-

nal

.

.....

A Father’* Testimony.

Creston, Iowa, May 21, 1891.
H. H. Warner A Co.— Sirs: My little son baa
about seven tnd a half acres, The number of that Urey are handling something other
than leather itself, and its serviceable been cured of weak kidneysby the use of vour
buildings burned is forty-four, and 10,000,000
Safe Kidney and Liver Cure.
nature renders the detection still more
feet of lumber consumed. The total loss will
M. C. Beymkr.
difficult . For all uses to which it has
be in the neighborhood of $600,000,with over
$250,000 insuranoe. For the most part the been applied the articleis said to have
“ Brevity is the soul of wit," for when a man
buildings destroyed bad depredated in value. j proved nearly, if not quite, equal
asks the girl he loves if she will b*ye him, aud
The business of the town was going in a differ- servioeableness to natural leather.
she says “ yes,’’ it tickleshim more than a whole
ent direction.- The stocks were mostly saved,
minstrel show would.
&s the owners had ample time to remove them.
“All
through advertising,"remarked exIhe citizens are talking already about reorganWhen you go to bed take a dose of Kidneyizing their fire department so as make it more Mayor Gregory to us, as he went home- Wort. It keep* the bowels in order,
ward
with
u
bottle
of
St.
Jacobs
Oil,
“
that
effective.
A bot says m his compositionthat 44 Onions
I bought this. Your paper containsso
artare- the vegetable that ma
makes yon sick if you
many
wonderful
cares—
of
courefc
they
are
The Highest Building in Europe.
donk eat them youreelf."
: facts— and so I thought I’d try a bottle for
Hitherto the Hospice of the Great St
Can Catarrh be cored? Tee, certainly, “Dr.
Bernard, which stands 8,200 feet aboye I Democro!!^61^
ad,wm
Sykes’ Sure Cure " will cure it.
the level of the sea, has enjoyed the distinction of being the most elevated in“And now," shoots an excited ex- Kind-hearted editors now allow contributor*
habited building in Europe. This honor change, “where shall we look foi in- to the waste-paperbasket to write on both sides
it can now no longer claim. The city
defieudeuce?" Oh, friend and brother, of the paper.
authoritiesof Catania, in Sicily, have searching and long-suffering fellow sufOver 200,000 Howe Soalee have been sold,
caused to be erected near the summit of ferer, look in the kitchen, look in the and the demand increasingcontinually.Borthe great volcano, Mount JEtoa, an kitche n. — Hawkcye.
den, Selleck A Co., Agents, Chicago,Hi
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life.

dbeotee and expel tonum from the ntenste
aa early stage of developmentthe teodesocytoeamearouahamoTB there techcchadvery apccdOyby Kan*
It ramoree fadntnem, flatulency, destroys aHeravtaf
for stimulants, and relieves weakaaae ef the stonmek.
It curee Bloating,Headaches, Nervous Prostration,
Ocneral Debility, DeepIseaoeiS,
Depnmtos and ladfr
It will

That tesUng ef bearing down, caoring patn,waicM
backache,Is always paremnentty cured hylteUMb
t It wlU at all times and under all dreumatenoss act to
harmony with thsiawsthat gsveru the frmateayutsm.
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JUST RECEIVED

This space is reserved far the Woman
Christian Temperance Union.
II

...

W. 6.
No one nmi

1

Inhm.

Sf.

that wmk In the lom-

fear

perance cause

II

»t this time will not

abundant Irulla. The harvest

Now

of

the golden hour.

is

The

God

church of

needs one more

thing. She needs an addition to

*i

fsll'

is ripe.

her creed

:

Holy Ghost, the holy
Catholic church, the communion of saints,
the forgiveness of sins, total abstinence
believe in the

from

all Intoxicating liquors,the resurrec-

tion of the dead, and the life everlasting.”

—Rev. Dr. New man.
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We rasnoflMtare and

guarantee that

formation

great question that

is yet

positive
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Boys’ and

ACCEPT HO IMITATIOH OB SUBOTITCTB. If ho
has ootfot It, soad to os and wo will forward
taunadlatalv.
Pries,75 oeata per bottlt.
F. i. CHENEY & CO.. Toledo. Ohio.
Sold by Schonten A Schopers, Holland.

MAN NOW

lit
OHO

It

to shake the

Young Hen’s

SUMMER SUITS.

Suits for

Children of 4 years up to suits for full grown Mon.

dutreaalng disease, uk yourDragfUtforlt.end

in-

the present status of the

as to

It

SnllW
case, end

small proportionof Christians

and church goers have any adequate

sell

It will

UtAQOUAINTID WITH TMt OIOQHAPHY OF THIS COUNTRY WILL SIS OV KXAMMMQ THIS MAR THAT THI

THE TIME FOR BARGAINS,

IS

“We

world. They never go to a temperance
lecture, they never read a temperance

-OTorL't k>e

TTnclereolcL

book, and, of course, they never take a

A

temperance paper. They are necessarily
buried in the most profound ignoranceas

the great

to

lull line of Dress Goods, Ladies’

Etc. Boots and Shoes

temperance.— TVmpfe

facts of

Star.

The way for the church to become a
power for good is to throw itself into
every good word and work, no matter by
whom originated and conducted. God
sends by whom be will send. Be careful
whether you oppose or entertain his
When

messengers.

hold of faith

160 acres,

for a

work must be done by
who it is, so it is

H

matters not

it

Circles,

in great variety.

timbered land for sale ; also a farm of
man who wants a good farm here is a chance.

first-class

HARRINGTON,

E. J.

those of the housethose of the Gentiles

fail,

are called in. His

some one;

Over 600 acres of

Gossamere

O L L

JL IsT

MICH.

ID.

well done.

TO

Mr. J. F. Cary, Columbus, 0., writes:

“I

tried Brown’s Iron Bitters with
girl

little

whose blood seemed

my

poisoned,

her skin being constantly, covered with

pimples and sores. It has cured her
completely, and all trace of impure blood
in her system has entirely disappeared.

The

bride of a

Green Bay

wed

(Wis )

Calls the attentionof traveler!to the central position of ita line, connecting tho East and the West
by the shortest route, and cariying passengers,
without change of oars, betweenChicago and Kan-

sas City, Counoil Bluns, Leavenworth,Atchison,
Minneapolis and St. Paul. It connects in Union
Depots with all the prinoipallines of road between
tho Allan tie and the Pacific Oceans. Its equipment is unrivaled and magnificent,being composed
of Most Comfortable and Beautiful Day Coaches,
Magnificent Horton Reclining Chair Cars. Pullman’s Prottieat Palace Sleeping Cars, and tho Beat
Line of Dining Cars in the World. Three Trains
between Chicago and Missouri River Points. Two
Trains between Chicago and Minneapolisand St.
Paul, vis the Famous

ding woa astounded by receivingfrom a

t

“Loaned for the part ycu are to play.”
The bridegoom construed the garment as
an insult, and the guests unanimously
agreed that some decisiveform of resentment ought to be shown. While the
excitementwas high, the friend arrived

^

friend a pair of trousers,with the message:

in equal perturbation, and

explained that

the trousers should have gonq to

a

fallow

v
At

for wear in an amateur entertainment, gk

come

to the wedding.

He had

hastily

CABLE,
ST. JJHN,
MVr.
E.

A Gen

l

Gea l TkL k Pas* AgL

CHICAGO.

for a kiss until

.

IRON

.

i

Ladiee who appreciateelegauce and

m

purity are using Parker’s Hair Balsam.
It is the best article sold for restoring gray

hair to its original color, beauty and
lustre.

Magnetic medicineis an unfailing food
for the Brain and Nerve, and by its rejuvenating effect on these organs never
fails to cure nervous exhanstion and all
weaknessesof the geuerative organs.
See advertisementin another column
Sold in Holland by Heber Walsh. 12-4w.

-
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A Word

to

Xothen.

Mothers should remember it is a most
importantduty

at this season to look after

the health of their families

the malaria

and

and

cleanse

impuritiesfrom their

systems, and that nothing will tone up the

stomach and

liver, regulatethe bowels

and purify the blood so perfectlyas
*

-

Parker’s Ginger Tonic, advertised In our

columns—

See olher column.

-

>«•*-

burns, and has found nothing to equal

requiring a complete tonic; especially Indigestion,Dyspepsia, Intermittent Fevers, Want of Appetite,
Loss of Strength, Lack of Energy,
etc. Enriches the blood, strengthens the muscles, and gives new
life to the nerves. Acts like a
charm on the digestive organs,
removing all dyspeptic symptoms,
snch as tasting tho ibod, Belching,
Heat in tho Stomach, Heartburn,

get full partlcnlars.
Price, Specific,$1 per package, or six packages
for $5. Addressall orders to
J. B. SIMPbUN MEDICINE CO.,

agents FOR BORDER OUTIAWS

high

show.

Wall That Ends Well.

Orin Gatlin, 49 Peart Street, Buffalo,

Arizona,

Profits.”

Our took of OFOCKEBY Is large ard complete,
and our stock of GROCERIES Is conatantlr being
replenished, kept fresh and full.

FLCV(R Afi® FEE®,
Is also

And their band of highwaymen, down to the present moment, including Death of Jesse James and
the late startling and thrilling uevelopments. Fifty Illustrationsand Portraits, among
which are Jesse James after he Is shot, and 12 fine
ColoredPlate*. Interviews and lepers from Cole
Younger: the breaking up of the band and revelations of STARTLING
8. The Black
Flag, the terribic"Black Oaths,” and hundreds of
other astonishing facts. Most wonderfuland Exciting book In existence! Outsells everything!
New and greatly enlarged edition; new Illustrations : 500 pages, price J1.50. Agents’ Canvassing
Outfit. 50c. IllustratedCircularsand full particular-- FKKE. Agents, don't lose this grand opportunity! Address HISTOKICALPUBLISHINGCO.,
602 N. 4th st.. St. Louis. Mo

SEME

Call

KANSAS CITY

1

__

the youthful color to

It Stall the Lilt

medicine. In

cases of nausea, headache, dizzinessor
Irregularitiesof the system. Burdock Blood

no equal. They never

u ?r. jocand $x
iggiats.

sire* at

Mr. H. Werkman

in affording infinedialerelief. Price $1.00.

will remain in the

store as beretolore.

M.
Holland,

l

Chimgo.

Sopt. 22,

HUIZENGA,
WYNHOFF.

1881.

33-6m.

Uen. Pont.

111.

ClilcMgu,11L

Ayer’s
Aultman, Miller

Row

&

is

the chance

Go.

AXErtoixr, o.f

for

MAKUTACTUBEB8

Tamers.

Hair

Vigor,

FOR RESTORING GRAY HAIR TO

It

J.

FLIEMAN,

Offers his superiormade wagons Just as cheap
as anybody sells them in Zeeland, and claims that
they are a

ITS

NATURAL VITALITY AND COLOR.

Our popular wagon manufacturer

Call

way

pir For
List,

is at

most agreeable dressing, which

is a

once harmless and

effectual, for pre-

serving the hair. It restores, with the
gloss and freshness of youth, faded ok gray,

deep

light, and red hair, to a rich brown, or

black, as may be desired. By its use thin

though not always cured. It checke

otherwise diseased hair, it imparts vitality

by

CO.,

AKRON. 0<

GINGER TONIC

pliable.

scalp, cures

^nd

i2-4mos

its cooling, stimulating, and soothing

Buggies,

And a nice ansortmentof Cutters lor Farmers
aud Tradesmen are on the way cotnlcg.

BATH PLATFORM SPRING WAGON

WORKS.
FLIEMAN,
J.

Holland,

keeping

It cool, clean,

We have received a large assortmentof
Wall Paper such as

soft, under
scalp

Mich

As a Dressing

8500 REWARD.

for Ladies'

The Vigor is incomparable. It

GILTS,

If you are wasting away from age, dissipation nr
any disease or weakness and require a stimulant take
Gincrr Tonic at once: it will invigorateand build
you up from the first d*>se but will never mtoxicate.
It has saved hundred* of live* it may «•** yom*.
HISCOX k CO.. HI WllUsa St. N.w York. Me. mi
MS doiltr .1st at all dsslwt m nwdktast. -

WHITES, BUFFS

rnre with West> Vegetable Liver Pills, when the
directions are strictly complied with. They are
and
purely Vegetable, and never fall to give satisfaction. Sugar Coated. Large boxes, containing 80
Also the flneat assortment of
Pills.» cent*. For sale by all Druggists.Boever Introducedinto this city, and a fuM I ware of counterfeitsand imitations.The genuine
line of
all sold at the lowest I mannfacuredonly bv JOHN C. WF.8T& CO.,
"The Pill Makers.” J81 * IPS W. Madison 8t..
prices. Please call and see
1 Chicago Free trial package sent by mail pie& CO.
paid on receipt ol a 8 cent
8S-iy

BROWNS,

BORDERS

stamp.

Hair
is color-

not soil white cambric. It imparts an
agreeable

and

lasting perfnme,and as

article for the toilet it is

an

economical and

ft

Co.f

Practicalaad Analytical Chemists,
' Lowell,

Mass.

SOLD BY ALL DRL'OOISTS BVKRTWBSBX.

CURTAINS

12-2tn MEYER, BROUWER

and

less, contains neither oil nor dye, and will

unsurpassedin its excellence.
DA DO'S,
WE will pay the above reward for any case of
CENTRES,
Liver Complaint.Dyspepsia, Sick Headache.IndiCORNERS, gestion. Constipationor Co-tlvene-swe cannot Prepared by Dr. J. C. Ayer

If you have Dyepepsia. Rheumatism, Kidney or
Urinary Complaints,or if you are troubled with any
disorder oftheiungs.sloniacii
bowels, blood or nerves
you can be cured by Pakkkk’s Gingrr Ionic

SATINS.
FLATS,

and

which conditions disease^ of the
hair are impossible.

ALSO AGENT FOR

WALL PAPER. 14-tf

humors and diseases peculiar to the scalp,

If

GREAT SAVING BUYING DOLLAR SIZE

it

properties,it heals most If not all of the

-Wilms, Open and Top

Agent for Uolland and vicinity.

If you ar« a mechanic or fanner, worn out with
overwork,or a mother run (town by fatallyor house,
hold duties try Pabkik'sCing«u I onic.

new

prevents the formation of dandruff;and,

AULTMAN, HILLER k

I*.

a

growth in all cases where the glands are
not decayed; while to brashy, weak, or

The Vioou cleanses the

Descriptive Catalogue and Priofi

falling

immediately,and causes

and strength, and renders

line of

address

Floreslon Cologne.
wceedingjRhW

PARKER’S

and Examine.

Also Keeps on band a

A new aad

'

fail

butter and eggs,

POTTER.
PERCEVALLOWELL,
Utinnger,
Apt,

grey

Gingir Tonic

entirely

for

and see cur New Gccde,

B.

T. J
Id Via Prea't <i Gen'

iSwfifliioteton

Thomas’ EclectricOil, which

few applications.”

kept constantly on hand.

The highest prices Is paid
and other Country Produce.

all

TheDest, Cleanest and
moat i EconomicalHair

the piles but found no relief until I used

Bitters have

St. Joseph,
polnti in lowaT^^^s^Atchlaon,Topeka, Deni-

PARKER’S HAIR BALSAM.

you am a lawyer, ministeror businessman
hunted by mental strain or anxione caret do DOt
take intoxicatingstimulants,but use PabkKK'S

Y., aays: "I tried various remedies for

all other preparations or

alf^^lJ^BiV^nESTline to

Ftc., Etc., which we offer for sale at verv low
prices.Our motto Is: "Quick Bales and fcma

hair is thickened, and baldness often

A Pan faBtty Medicine that Mrar Intoxlcatti.

Of

And

Better wagon in every

travel

flaps in the ring, but to give a

after a

SHORTEST, qUICKEST and

‘lav

w

with a circus; not necessarily to turn dou-

cured me

PRINCIPAL •'•UNE

of the hair

Mrs. Jesse James is wanted to

N.

Notions, Hosiery, Woolen Yarns,

Frank and Jesse James,

Price $1.00.

ii

W, BULL.

Md.

have used, and can recommend them

All

J.

BEWARE OF IMITATIONS.

to anyone requiring a cure for biliousness

’

By

that all Iron Rlttaraar* made by Ban*. Cntwicii
Co. aad bar. eroaaad red Hoe* aud trad, mark on wrapper

lieve them superior to any other medicine

to the

fil-ly.

8m

81—

N. Y.,- writes:
Burdock Blood Bitters for
nervous and bilimisheadaches,and have
recommended them to my friendi;I be-

flip

Mienob.

CO.

Baltimore,

it

Mrs. Wallace, Buffalo,

moral tone

GENTS' FURNISHING GOODS,

Buffalo.N.Y.
Sold in HollandbyD. It.

have added a completestock of

DRY GOODS,

wonderfulsuccess.
Pamnheltssent free to all. Write for them and

etc. The only Iron Preparation
that will not blacken tho teeth or
give headache. Sold by all Drug-

“I have used

ble

We

___________________

used with

relief.

Satisfactory.

I

NpeciflcMedl
cine is being

BROWN’S IRON BITTERS are
a certain core Ibr all diseases

BROWN CHEMICAL

has used Thomas EclectricOil for
and giving

mam

OTTERS

••Pour on Oil"

in soothing the pain

Insanity and

early
grave. Tire

gists at $1.00 a bottle.

L. P. Fnllett, Marion, 0., states that

he

Consumpt’n

The Younger Brothers,

everybody else

Elegance and Purity

M. Huizenga & Co.,
EIGHTH STREET.

outlaws,

made

had been served.

_

SUCCESSOR TO

The New. Thrilling and Anthentlc History of Nebra*ka.MI»aourl.Kan^V^/^.aon, Dallas. Galveston,
the lives and wonderful adventures of America’s •as, New Mexico,
tana and Texas.
great
. -

would submit himself to any punishment
him wait

pogitlve cure for Spermatorrhoea, Seminal
all diseases resulting
om Self-Abuse
Self- Abuse, as Mental Anxiety, Loss ol Memfrom
ory. Pains In
ArTEB.
BEroHE.
Hack or Side
and diseases
that lead to
It I? a

’eakness. Impoteucy, and
Weakness

WANTED

•

0l«WHjs

whipped the blundering measeoger, and
that the bride might inflict. She

Specific Medicine.

your nearest Tloket Offlec, or address
Vlce-i’rc*.

B. WYNHOFF,

Simpson's

GREAT ROCK ISLAND ROUTE.

B. R.

while a piece of silverware should have

the Maps and Fold-

or detailedInformation,get
era of the

MrcatEmpeaiREMily-Dr.
J. B.

an

“ALBERT LEA ROUTE.”

New

and Direct Line, via Seneca and Kankakee, has recently b^en opened between Richmond,
Norfolk,Newport News, Chatfanooga, Atlanta,Augusta, Nash villo.Louisville,
Lczingion, Cincinnati,
Indianapolisand Lafayette,and Omaha, Minneapolis and St. Paul and intermeultto points.
All Through Passengers Travel on Fast Express
Trains.
Tioaettfor sale at all principal Ticket Offices in
the United States and Canada.
Baggage cheeked through and rates of fare always as low as competitors that offer less advanA

NERVOUS SUFFERERS.

MONTH!

$350

A
AUlKtS WAHTOI
75 Urn Hr Mine ArU.lt. In Ib.WwMt *Mn]v:.rrt.. AdJAf BRUNSON. Durait, MW

